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 Borehole acoustic measurements are often affected by instrument noise, motion 
and eccentricity, environmental conditions, and spatial averaging that can compromise 
the accuracy of elastic properties of rock formations calculated with conventional 
interpretation methods. Forward and inverse modeling can be used to improve the 
interpretation of acoustic logs acquired in the presence of spatially complex rock 
formations and adverse borehole conditions. However, forward modeling of acoustic 
modes often requires time-consuming numerical algorithms. 
The main objective of this dissertation is to develop fast-forward modeling and 
inversion-based interpretation procedures of borehole acoustic logs for isotropic and 
vertical transversely isotropic (VTI) formations. Fast-forward modeling is achieved with 
spatial sensitivity functions which are calculated from frequency-domain linear 
perturbation theory of borehole acoustic modes. Spatial sensitivity functions quantify 
both the dependence of measured slowness on elastic properties and the spatial averaging 
introduced by acoustic tools. 
Fast-forward modeling using spatial sensitivity functions is applied to synthetic 
examples that include thin layers, anisotropy, and dipping layers, and is successfully 
 viii 
validated with numerical simulations performed with finite-difference and finite-element 
methods. Two inversion-based interpretation methods are then developed: (1) a physics-
based inversion method to reduce noise and spatial averaging effects on acoustic logs 
acquired in horizontally layered formations penetrated by vertical wells, and (2) a 
sequential inversion method to estimate stiffness coefficients of VTI formations from 
multi-frequency flexural/quadrupole, Stoneley, and compressional logs.  
The physics-based inversion method is applied to mitigate measurement noise and 
spatial averaging effects of acoustic logs acquired in two hydrocarbon reservoirs. Results 
confirm the accuracy and reliability of the estimated layer-by-layer elastic properties 
compared to conventional numerical filters and are obtained in less than 14 CPU seconds 
for a 100 ft-depth log. 
In VTI formations penetrated by vertical wells, sequential inversion is applied to 
estimate layer-by-layer stiffness coefficients of synthetic formations from borehole 
acoustic logs. Results indicate that mitigating spatial averaging of frequency-dependent 
slowness logs prior to inversion improves the layer-by-layer estimation of slownesses by 
a factor of 2, and that sequential inversion yields accurate and reliable estimates of rock 
stiffness coefficients. 
Finally, in high-angle wells fast-forward modeling yields flexural slownesses 
measured with orthogonal dipoles with 2% relative errors and in 3 CPU minutes for a log 
consisting of 50 measured-depth samples, compared to 15 CPU hours when using finite-
difference simulation methods. 
Analysis of field and synthetic examples confirms that inversion-based 
interpretation methods yield more accurate estimations of elastic properties than 
conventional sonic-log interpretation procedures. Spatial sensitivity functions constitute a 
 ix 
fast, reliable, and efficient alternative for interpreting acoustic logs acquired in isotropic 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
This dissertation introduces new methods for quantitative interpretation of 
wireline and logging-while-drilling borehole sonic measurements for isotropic and 
vertical transversely isotropic formations based on the physics of borehole measurements 
and inverse theory.  
First, I develop a fast-forward model to calculate sonic borehole measurements 
(compressional, shear, flexural, quadrupole, and Stoneley modes) in vertical wells logged 
with wireline or logging-while-drilling (LWD) sonic instruments. Second, I introduce 
inversion-based interpretation methods of borehole acoustic logs for isotropic and vertical 
transversely isotropic (VTI) formations to mitigate noise and spatial averaging effects on 
acoustic logs, and estimate stiffness coefficients of layers. Finally, I extend the method 
for applications in high-angle wells for improved interpretation of sonic logs in complex 
geometries with azimuthal asymmetry. 
1.1 BACKGROUND AND PROBLEM STATEMENT 
Borehole acoustic logs are widely used in formation evaluation for optimal 
geosteering applications, fracturing operations, and reserves appraisal. Applications of 
borehole acoustic logs for petrophysical and seismic interpretations include: 
- permeability estimation from Stoneley modes (Cheng and Tang, 1993; Tang 
and Cheng, 1996), 
- fracture characterization (Prioul and Jocker, 2009), 
- porosity and saturation estimations from shear and compressional logs (Wyllie 






- synthetic seismogram simulations for seismic interpretations (Luo and 
Schuster, 1991), 
- description of stress-induced shear wave anisotropy for borehole stability 
applications (Kosset and Tutuncu, 2015), 
- estimation of rock elastic properties for planning hydraulic fracturing 
operations (Willis et al., 2014), and 
- pore pressure measurements for geosteering applications. 
The interpretation of sonic logs, however, is affected by environmental noise and 
challenging features such as: 
- averaging effects (Sams, 1995; Peyret and Torres-Verdín, 2006), when layers 
are thinner than the length of the receiver arrays of acoustic tools (typically 
between 3 ft and 6 ft), 
- numerical noise, caused by the limitations of waveform processing algorithms 
(Kimball and Marzetta, 1984; Ellis and Singer, 2007),  
- mode distortions (Mallan et al., 2011) at high-angle wells, when flexural 
modes interfere with Stoneley modes, biasing the estimation of shear 
slownesses from low-frequency flexural slownesses,  
- residual tool modes and spatial aliasing in LWD operations (Market et al., 
2001), 
- borehole damage and variation of stress around the borehole that impact 






- mud-filtrate invasion that produces unreliable estimates of elastic properties in 
vertical (Chi et al., 2006) and high-angle and horizontal (HA/HZ) wells from 
sonic logs. 
Forward and inverse modeling of logs is often used to improve the interpretation 
of sonic logs acquired in one-dimensional (1D) (i.e., homogeneous formations) and two-
dimensional (2D) media (i.e., heterogeneous formations with horizontal layers) 
penetrated by vertical wells. For example, in homogeneous formations, Burridge and 
Sinha (1996) calculate radial sensitivity functions of the flexural mode using first-order 
perturbation theory to quantify the effects of radial variations of formation elastic 
properties on the measured slownesses. Sinha (1997) applied a 1D inversion-based 
method, using radial sensitivity functions, to calculate flexural slownesses of formations 
exhibiting radial heterogeneities (i.e., altered zones surrounding the borehole or varying 
radial profiles of formation properties) (Sinha et al., 2006b). Similarly, Mallan et al. 
(2009) applied radial sensitivity functions to estimate elastic properties, porosity, and 
water saturation of 1D radial (homogeneous) models jointly from sonic and resistivity 
logs. 
However, in heterogeneous formations (i.e., formations with horizontal layers), 
properties estimated with the above methods are often inaccurate because sonic logs are 
affected by spatial averaging effects and presence of thin beds that reduce the axial (i.e., 
along the direction of the borehole) resolution of logs. Hsu and Chang (1987)  propose 
using sub-array processing of sonic waveforms to improve the axial resolution of sonic 
logs. They show that multi-shot semblance processing yields enhanced estimations of 






registration errors (imperfect knowledge of tool location) and by the length of the sub-
array. Furthermore, processing waveforms with a subset of receivers decreases signal-to-
noise ratio and may yield spurious estimations of slownesses (Thompson and Burns, 
1989). 
To account for the presence of heterogeneities and thin beds in the interpretation 
of sonic logs, Huang et al. (2015) introduced 1D axial sensitivity functions to fast-
forward model compressional, shear, flexural, and Stoneley logs measured with wireline 
tools in a vertical borehole. Axial sensitivity functions describe the spatial averaging 
along the borehole axis introduced on sonic logs by the acoustic tool and depend on the 
geometrical and physical properties of both borehole and tool. The fast-forward method 
motivated the development of an inversion-based algorithm that combined shear and 
compressional logs to estimate layer-by-layer elastic properties of isotropic formations 
penetrated by vertical wells (Huang and Torres-Verdín, 2016). Inverted layer-by-layer 
elastic properties exhibit reduced spatial averaging effects; thus, their vertical resolution 
is greater compared to the vertical resolution of elastic properties obtained with 
conventional interpretation methods. Furthermore, Huang et al. (2015) constructed 2D 
axial-radial sensitivity functions to efficiently forward model flexural slownesses of 2D 
invaded and inter-bedded formations penetrated by vertical wells. They showed that 
axial-radial sensitivities were accurately obtained from the product of 1D axial and 1D 
radial sensitivities and successfully implemented them in the calculation of multi-
frequency flexural modes of invaded formations. However, for formations logged with 






from the tool collar (Sinha et al., 2009). Thus, forward modeling and inversion of other 
borehole modes are required for the interpretation of LWD acoustic logs. 
In recent years, the exploration and production of organic-shale formations that 
exhibit vertical transverse isotropy have increased; therefore, estimating the stiffness 
coefficients and petrophysical properties of VTI formations has become necessary for 
production optimization and reservoir appraisal (King, 2010). Many methods based on 
effective medium theories have been introduced to calculate elastic properties of rocks 
such as the self-consistent approximation (SCA) (Hill, 1965; Wu, 1966) or the 
differential effective medium (DEM) (Hornby et al., 1994). However, these methods can 
provide non-unique solutions of elastic properties (Fjar et al., 2008), they often require 
calibrations to core data (Suarez-Rivera and Bratton, 2009; Murphy et al., 2015; Yan et 
al., 2016), and are not always valid in anisotropic formations. Other methods estimate 
coefficients from tri-axial strength tests on core samples or from ultra-sonic 
measurements. However, core data analysis is scant and expensive, providing 
discontinuous estimates over the reservoir interval. 
To overcome the aforementioned limitations, sonic log interpretation can be used 
to estimate dynamic elastic properties of rocks. Walsh et al. (2006, 2007) introduced a 
method to determine stiffness coefficients of formations using a set of sonic 
measurements including compressional, fast-shear, slow-shear, and Stoneley logs. The 
method yields four anisotropic moduli of orthorhombic and transversely-isotropic (TI) 
formations. Another method was introduced by Sinha et al.  (2014, 2016) where multi-
frequency flexural slownesses measured with wireline tools were used to extract stiffness 






linear perturbation theory) of the flexural velocity to stiffness coefficients and used the 
sensitivities at different frequencies to calculate four of the five independent stiffness 
coefficients. However, this method is not applicable to formations logged with LWD 
instruments because flexural logs are affected by tool modes (Sinha et al., 2009), which 
bias the estimation of stiffness coefficients. Therefore, in LWD operations other borehole 
acoustic modes (e.g., quadrupole mode) need to be considered to estimate stiffness 
coefficients from logs. Furthermore, because sonic tools introduce spatial averaging 
effects on logs (Peyret and Torres-Verdín, 2006), calculated coefficients with this method 
are averaged vertically over the length of the receiver array of wireline tools, which 
typically varies between 3 ft and 6 ft in length. Therefore, to estimate layer-by-layer 
stiffness coefficients of formations, acoustic logs need to be corrected for spatial 
averaging effects.  
Undulating wells are routinely drilled to improve reservoir exposure across 
hydrocarbon-bearing zones. However, conventional methods used to interpret sonic logs 
acquired in vertical wells penetrating horizontal layers can yield inaccurate results in 
HA/HZ wells due to azimuthal asymmetry, spatial averaging effects, eccentricity and 
wave-mode interference (Zheng et al., 2004; Byun and Toksöz, 2006; Ellis and Singer, 
2007; Pardo et al., 2013). Furthermore, in VTI formations penetrated by a well that is not 
aligned with the symmetry axis, slownesses measured with cross dipoles at low 
frequencies are affected by formation dip (Sinha et al., 1994). Three-dimensional (3D) 
finite-difference and finite-element methods were implemented to study the effects of 
dipping beds (Liu et al., 1996) and anisotropy on measured slownesses in HA/HZ wells 






formations with multiple layers. Therefore, the challenge remains to develop a fast-
forward model to calculate flexural slownesses of isotropic and VTI formations 
penetrated by high-angle wells. 
1.2 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
The main objective of this dissertation is to develop fast-forward modeling and 
inversion methods for quantitative interpretation of borehole acoustic logs acquired in 
isotropic and VTI formations. Detailed objectives of this dissertation are as follows: 
 To develop fast-forward modeling of borehole sonic modes in isotropic and VTI 
formations penetrated by a vertical well and a wireline or LWD instrument. 
Forward modeling is achieved by invoking spatial sensitivity functions which are 
calculated from frequency-domain linear perturbation theory. 
 To decouple the effects of the spatial averaging introduced by acoustic tools and 
the intrinsic properties of layers on measured logs. 
 To develop a physics-based method to mitigate averaging effects and borehole 
environmental noise on sonic logs. To achieve this objective, inversion techniques 
and a 1D forward model are implemented to estimate slownesses of layered 
formations. 
 To verify the accuracy and efficiency of the noise-mitigation method with 
synthetic formations that include thin layers and high-amplitude noise. 
 To apply the noise-mitigation method to hydrocarbon reservoirs and improve the 






 To study the impact of layer thickness and position of bed boundaries on 
inversion-based results, and improve slowness estimations using subarray 
processing of acoustic logs. 
 To develop inversion-based algorithms for the estimation of stiffness coefficients 
of VTI layers from multi-frequency compressional, Stoneley, flexural/quadrupole 
logs. 
 To estimate layer-by-layer shear slownesses of formations in LWD applications. 
 To quantify the error of estimating stiffness coefficients from acoustic logs. 
 To develop a fast-forward model to calculate flexural logs of isotropic and VTI 
formations penetrated by high-angle wells using three-dimensional (3D) spatial 
sensitivity functions. 
 To describe effective and apparent anisotropy of formations penetrated by high-
angle wells from cross-dipole measurements. 
1.3 METHOD OVERVIEW 
In the first part of this dissertation, I introduce a new method for accurate fast-
forward simulation of wireline and LWD borehole measurements in formations with 
horizontal layers penetrated by vertical wells. The method invokes axial sensitivity 
functions calculated using ray theory across the receivers of an acoustic tool. 
A physics-based interpretation method is then developed to reduce noise and 
spatial averaging effects on sonic logs in formations with horizontal layers penetrated by 
vertical wells.  Unlike current methods that mitigate noise on sonic logs by applying 
numerical filters directly to sonic measurements, the physics-based inversion method 






boundaries, initial estimates of layer-by-layer slownesses, and tool and borehole 
geometry and elastic properties are inputs to the physics-based interpretation method. 
Accordingly, first I construct a multi-layer earth model of unknown slownesses where I 
determine the location of bed boundaries from gamma ray (GR), bulk density (𝜌), or 
sonic logs. Next, I jointly invert shear and compressional logs to estimate layer-by-layer 
slownesses of the earth model and use the calculated slownesses to model sonic logs with 
mitigated measurement noise. The inversion minimizes a quadratic cost function with 
second-order regularization. Initial estimates of slownesses are calculated from the mean 
value of shear and compressional logs within each layer. Field and synthetic examples are 
used to validate the method. I show that slight variations in bed-boundary locations do 
not significantly modify the noise-mitigated logs. Furthermore, applying the method with 
bed boundaries uniformly spaced at the log sampling interval yields similar logs to those 
calculated when bed boundaries are known. For a formation with very thin layers, the 
inversion is applied to logs obtained by processing a subset of receivers. Accuracy of 
inversion results is verified using a 2D hp-adaptive finite-element algorithm (Matuszyk et 
al., 2013) and a 2D finite-difference numerical method. 
The second part of this dissertation introduces an inversion-based interpretation 
method of wireline and LWD multi-frequency borehole acoustic measurements acquired 
in VTI formations penetrated by vertical wells. The inversion method is performed in two 
steps: (1) reduction of spatial averaging effects on multi-frequency flexural/quadrupole, 
Stoneley, and compressional logs, and (2) estimation of layer-by-layer stiffness 
coefficients of formations. To take advantage of the different sensitivities of borehole 






compressional log and the low-frequency Stoneley log to calculate 𝑐33 and 𝑐66, 
respectively. Then, I invert the quadrupole/flexural log at low frequencies to calculate 
𝑐44, and finally I invert the quadrupole/flexural logs at high frequencies to calculate 𝑐11 
and 𝑐13. 
The sequential inversion implements a nonlinear minimization of a quadratic error 
cost function between the data (acoustic logs) and modeled slownesses within each layer. 
Numerical entries of the Jacobian matrix are constructed from one-dimensional real-axis 
integration simulations (Tang and Cheng, 2004). Stability and accuracy of estimated 
slownesses and stiffness coefficients are quantified using error propagation and first-
order approximations. It was found that estimated slownesses and stiffness coefficients 
from the inversion method are more accurate than the ones obtained from conventional 
methods. 
In the final part of the dissertation, I implement 3D fast-forward modeling to 
calculate flexural logs measured with orthogonal dipoles in high-angle wells. The 
forward model invokes 3D spatial sensitivity functions that are obtained from the product 
of 1D axial, radial, and azimuthal sensitivities. The forward model is the superposition of 
a reference background slowness and the convolution of a 3D spatial sensitivity function 
with layer-by-layer model of elastic properties. In VTI formations, the layers are modeled 
as equivalent-isotropic layers with apparent shear and compressional slownesses (Miller 
et al., 2012). The fast-forward modeling method is applied to synthetic examples and is 






1.4 OUTLINE OF THE DISSERTATION 
The objectives are achieved in the four chapters that follow Chapter 1. A final 
chapter describes the conclusions and recommendations of this research work.  
In Chapter 2, I introduce spatial sensitivity functions that are derived from 
frequency-domain linear perturbation theory of borehole acoustic modes. I show that 
axial sensitivity functions decouple the dependence of measured slowness on elastic 
properties and the spatial averaging introduced by acoustic tools on logs. Next, radial 
sensitivity functions are calculated to determine the radial depth of investigation of 
quadrupole and flexural modes. Finally, I describe the fast-forward modeling method 
used to calculate acoustic logs.  
In Chapter 3, I develop a physics-based method to reduce noise and spatial 
averaging on acoustic logs acquired in horizontally layered formations penetrated by 
vertical wells. First, the method is validated using synthetic examples with noisy shear 
and compressional logs; synthetic examples include thinly-bedded formations with large 
contrast of elastic properties between adjacent layers. Next, the method is applied to 
mitigate measurement noise in two hydrocarbon reservoirs and improve estimations of 
angle reflectivity from sonic logs.  
In Chapter 4, I introduce a sequential inversion to estimate stiffness coefficients 
of VTI formation penetrated by vertical wells from multi-frequency flexural/quadrupole, 
Stoneley, and compressional logs. Spatial averaging effects of frequency-dependent 
slownesses are mitigated prior to inversion. I apply the method to synthetic formations 
logged with wireline and LWD instruments and quantify the bias and uncertainty of 






In Chapter 5, I extend the forward modeling method to calculate slownesses of 
formations penetrated by a high-angle well. Several synthetic examples with varying dip, 
number of layers, formation type, and elastic properties are included to validate the 
method. Accordingly, I calculate flexural slownesses of isotropic and VTI formations 
obtained using orthogonal-dipole sources and verify the accuracy of the results using 3D-
TDFD numerical simulations. 
In Chapter 6, I summarize the conclusions of the research findings, and I give 
recommendations for potential future work. 
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Chapter 2: Spatial Sensitivity Functions of Borehole Acoustic 
Measurements 
In this chapter, I introduce the spatial sensitivity functions of borehole guided 
waves that are constructed using first-order perturbation theory and that quantify the 
influence of elastic properties on wave propagation. First, I calculate the sensitivity of 
flexural and quadrupole modes in isotropic formations logged with wireline and LWD 
instruments, respectively. Then, I introduce a new method to compute axial sensitivity 
functions in layered formations (formations with thin horizontal beds penetrated by a 
vertical borehole); the axial sensitivity functions represent the averaging introduced by 
acoustic tools on logs. Finally, I calculate the radial and the axial-radial sensitivity 
functions that quantify the length of investigation of borehole acoustic modes. 
Additionally, I describe how to use the spatial sensitivity functions to calculate sonic logs 
in homogeneous and heterogeneous formations penetrated by a borehole and an acoustic 
tool. 
2.1 SENSITIVITY FUNCTIONS 
Three elastic parameters describe the elastic behavior of isotropic formations, 
namely, shear slowness (𝑠𝑠), compressional slowness (𝑠𝑝), and density (𝜌) that influence 
the wave propagation of guided modes (e.g., flexural and quadrupole modes). I use 
sensitivity functions to quantify the influence of each elastic parameter on wave phase-
slowness. In a homogeneous formation with a vector of elastic properties 𝐩𝟎 =
[𝑠𝑠, 𝑠𝑝, and 𝜌], the sensitivity 𝑆𝑘
{𝑙}
 of a sonic borehole mode {𝑙} to the elastic property 𝑝0𝑘 












where 𝑠 is mode slowness at frequency 𝑓 measured by an acoustic tool of a homogeneous 
formation whose elastic properties are given by the vector 𝐩𝟎, and 𝑝0𝑘 is the 𝑘-th elastic 
property. Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2 show the normalized sensitivity of the quadrupole and 
flexural modes calculated in slow and fast homogenous formations penetrated by LWD 
and wireline tools, respectively. The normalization factor is 𝑠{𝑙}(𝐩𝟎, 𝑓)/𝑝0𝑘. Formation 
and borehole properties are given in Table 1, while the tool properties are given in Table 
2. In subsequent sections, {𝑙} is equal to {𝑞} for quadrupole, {𝑓𝑙} for flexural, {𝑐} for 
compressional, and {𝑠𝑡} for Stoneley modes. The sensitivities of the flexural and 
quadrupole modes to shear slowness are the largest at all frequencies, while the 
sensitivity to compressional slowness is small at low frequencies and increases at higher 
frequencies. The sensitivity of the flexural mode to density is the smallest, being one 
order of magnitude smaller than the previous ones. 
As a first-order approximation, the slowness 𝑠{𝑙}(𝐩, 𝑓) of a homogeneous 
formation of elastic property 𝐩, is expressed as 
 
 





where (𝑝𝑘 − 𝑝0𝑘)/𝑝0𝑘 ≪ 1. 
 
2.2 AXIAL SENSITIVITY FUNCTIONS 
In layered formations (formations with thin horizontal beds penetrated by a 






Therefore, I construct axial sensitivity functions to quantify spatial averaging effects 
introduced by acoustic instruments on logs and forward-model slownesses of thinly-
bedded formations. 
2.2.1 Calculation of Axial Sensitivity Functions 
In a layered formation, the slowness of a sonic mode {𝑙} measured by an acoustic 
tool is averaged along the borehole axis. The spatially averaged slowness ?̅?{𝑙}(𝑑, 𝑓) of a 
sonic mode {𝑙} at frequency 𝑓 measured by the tool at depth 𝑑 is given by  
 




+ 𝑂(𝑠2), 2.3 
where 𝑠{𝑙}(𝐩(𝑧𝑖), 𝑓) is slowness of the formation of elastic properties 𝐩 at depth 𝑧𝑖, that is 
midway between receivers 𝑖 and 𝑖 +1, 𝑁 is total number of receivers, and 𝐹 is an 
averaging function that depends on the tool geometrical properties. Assuming higher-
order terms contributing to the spatially averaged slowness are negligible, substitution of 
equation 2.2 into equation 2.3 yields 
 
?̅?{𝑙}(𝑑, 𝑓) = ?̅?0
{𝑙}(𝑑, 𝑓) +∑∑𝐹(𝑧𝑖 − 𝑑)𝑆𝑘




, 2.4  
where {𝑙} denotes the sonic mode, ?̅?0
{𝑙}(𝑑, 𝑓) is the average slowness of the reference 
homogeneous backgrounds between the first and the 𝑁-th receiver of the acoustic tool, 
𝑧𝑖 = 𝑑 + 𝐿/2 − (𝑖 − 1/2)𝐿/(𝑁 − 1), 𝐿 is the length of the receiver array, and 𝑝𝑘(𝑧𝑖) is 






the spatial averaging on logs (given by 𝐹) and of the sensitivity of a borehole mode to 
elastic properties (given by 𝑆{𝑙}) can be decoupled. 
Equation 2.4 is similar to the forward model proposed by Huang et al. (Huang et al., 
2015) to calculate sonic logs in horizontally layered formations penetrated by vertical 
wells given by 
 





𝑠{𝑙}(𝐩𝟎, 𝑑, 𝑓), 2.5 
where 𝐺{𝑙}(𝑝0𝑘, 𝑧, 𝑓) is the normalized axial sensitivity function of the sonic mode {𝑙} to 
elastic property 𝑝0𝑘 and is given by 
 
𝐺{𝑙}(𝑝0𝑘 , 𝑧, 𝑓) =




where 𝑠{𝑙}(𝐩𝟎, 𝑓) is the slowness of a homogeneous reference background of elastic 
properties 𝐩𝟎 and 𝑠
{𝑙}(𝑧, 𝑓) is the slowness measured by the sonic tool when a horizontal 
layer (layer Y) of elastic property 𝑝𝑘 ≠ 𝑝0𝑘 and thickness ∆𝑧𝐿 is inserted at depth 𝑧 
between two consecutive receivers of the sonic tool that penetrates the reference 
homogeneous formation. To avoid time consuming numerical simulations to calculate 
𝑠{𝑙}(𝑧, 𝑓), a semi-analytical method can be used to obtain 𝐺{𝑙}; a detailed explanation on 
the semi-analytical method is given in Section 2.2.2. 












Furthermore, 𝑆 depends on the borehole fluid, tool elastic properties, sonic mode, 
frequency, and elastic parameters, and is given by equation 2.1, while 𝐹 is an analytical 
expression that depends on the tool geometrical properties and can be calculated using 






where 𝑠𝑟 is slowness of a reference homogeneous formation and 𝑠(𝑧) is slowness 
measured by the sonic tool when a layer (layer Y) of slowness  𝑠𝑝 and thickness ∆𝑧𝐿 is 
inserted, centered at depth 𝑧𝑖, between two consecutive receivers 𝑖 and 𝑖 + 1 of the sonic 
tool. The slowness, 𝑠(𝑧), measured by the 𝑁 receivers of the tool when the center of the 






where 𝐷𝑇 is total distance traveled by the wave and 𝑇 is total travel time. Total travel 
time is calculated by adding the travel time it takes the borehole wave to propagate from 
one receiver to the other, for all possible combinations of receiver pairs. The wave travels 























where 𝑡𝑖𝑗 = (𝑗 − 𝑖 − 1)𝑠𝑟∆𝑧𝑅  + 𝑠𝑝∆𝑧𝑅  if 𝑖 ≤ 𝑘 < 𝑗, and 𝑡𝑖𝑗 = (𝑗 − 𝑖)𝑠𝑟∆𝑧𝑅 otherwise, 






2 − 1) + (𝑠𝑝 − 𝑠𝑟)∆𝑧𝑅𝑘(𝑁 − 𝑘),  2.12 
while the total distance traveled by the wave is 








2 − 1).  2.13 










Substitution of equation 2.14 in equation 2.8 yields an analytical expression of the spatial 











for 𝑧𝑖 between receivers 𝑖 and 𝑖+1, 
2.15 for 𝑧𝑖 outside the receiver array, 
where 𝑖 = [1… (𝑁 − 1)]. Figure 2.3 shows 𝐹(𝑧𝑖) for the LWD and wireline tools given 
in Table 2 while Figure 2.4 shows the geometry and the position of the receivers. I show 
in Section 2.2.2 that the difference between 𝐺 (equation 2.6) and the product 
𝐹(𝑧)𝑆𝑘
{𝑙}(𝐩0(𝑧), 𝑓) is less than 1%, which confirms that second order-terms in equation 






By substituting equations 2.15 into equation 2.3, I obtain the forward model of 









where 𝑠{𝑙}(𝐩(𝑧𝑖), 𝑓) is the slowness of mode {𝑙} at frequency 𝑓 of the homogeneous 
formation with elastic properties 𝐩 at depth 𝑧𝑖 = 𝑑 + 𝐿/2 − (𝑖 − 1/2)  𝐿/(𝑁 − 1), 𝑁 is 
total number of receivers, and 𝑠{𝑙} is calculated using one-dimensional (1D) simulations 
of borehole modes (Tang and Cheng, 2004). 
2.2.2 Semi-Analytical Axial Sensitivity Functions 
Huang et al. (2015) showed that the normalized frequency-domain axial 
sensitivity function of a sonic mode {𝑙} at frequency 𝑓 of a homogeneous formation of 
elastic properties 𝐩𝟎 to perturbations of elastic property 𝑝0𝑘 is given by 
 
𝐺{𝑙}(𝑝0𝑘 , 𝑧, 𝑓) =




where 𝑠{𝑙}(𝐩𝟎, 𝑓) is the slowness of a homogeneous reference background of elastic 
properties 𝐩𝟎, and 𝑠
{𝑙}(𝑧, 𝑓) is the slowness measured by the sonic tool when a horizontal 
layer (layer Y) of elastic property 𝑝𝑘 ≠ 𝑝0𝑘 and thickness ∆𝑧𝐿 is inserted at depth 𝑧 
between two consecutive receivers of the sonic tool that penetrates the reference 
homogeneous formation. Layer Y is shifted in the vertical direction (𝑧-axis) across the 
receiver array of the tool to calculate 𝐺{𝑙} at every position 𝑧. At every position of layer 






and process the spectrum to obtain the slowness 𝑠{𝑙}(𝑧, 𝑓). In what follows, I show how 
to calculate the spectrum analytically, in a three-layer 1D medium, using boundary 
conditions of displacement and stress at the boundaries of layer Y. Assume a 
homogeneous formation of elastic property 𝐩𝟎 where a layer (layer Y) of thickness ∆𝑧𝐿 
and elastic property 𝐩 such that 𝐩 = 𝐩𝟎 + ∆𝐩 is inserted. This divides the medium in 
three regions: region I has elastic property 𝐩𝟎 and contains an incident and reflected wave 
with complex amplitudes 𝐴 and 𝐵, respectively; region II has thickness ∆𝑧𝐿 with elastic 
property 𝐩 and transmitted and reflected waves with complex amplitudes 𝐶 and 𝐷, 
respectively; and region III has elastic property 𝐩𝟎 and contains only a transmitted wave 
with complex amplitude 𝐸. The upper and lower location of the boundaries of layer Y are 
𝑧𝑢 and 𝑧𝑙, respectively, as shown in Figure 2.5.  
Using Lamé’s (Aki and Richards, 2002) theorem, I express the displacement field 
𝑢 as 𝑢 =
∂𝜙
∂z
, where 𝜙 is the scalar wave potential. Because 𝑢 satisfies the wave equation, 
𝜙 satisfies the Helmholtz equation whose solution in regions I, II, and III are given by 
 
 𝜙𝐼(𝑧) = 𝐴𝑒
−𝑖𝑘𝐼𝑧 + 𝐵𝑒𝑖𝑘𝐼𝑧 , 2.18 
𝜙𝐼𝐼(𝑧) = 𝐶𝑒
−𝑖𝑘𝐼𝐼𝑧 + 𝐷𝑒𝑖𝑘𝐼𝐼𝑧 , 2.19 
 𝜙𝐼𝐼𝐼(𝑧) = 𝐸𝑒
−𝑖𝑘𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑧 , 2.20 
where 𝑘𝑖 is the wavenumber of layer 𝑖. At region boundaries 𝑧𝑙 and 𝑧𝑢, the displacement 















where 𝜆 = 𝜌𝑐2 with 𝜌 and 𝑐 the density and velocity of the wave mode of the layer. 











2𝐷𝑒𝑖𝑘𝐼𝐼𝑧𝑙) = 0, 2.24 









2 𝐸𝑒−𝑖𝑘𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑧𝑢) = 0, 2.26 
where 𝑘𝑖 is the wavenumber of region 𝑖. In this example 𝑘𝐼 = 𝑘𝐼𝐼𝐼 = 𝑘𝑟 and 𝑘𝐼𝐼 = 𝑘𝑝. I 
assume that 𝐴 (the incident amplitude) is known and calculate the four unknowns 𝐵, 𝐶, 


















































































2𝑖𝑘𝑟𝑘𝑝cos[𝑘𝑟(𝑧𝑙 − 𝑧𝑢)] + (𝑘𝑟2 + 𝑘𝑝2)sin[𝑘𝑝(𝑧𝑙 − 𝑧𝑢)]
. 2.31 
Therefore, when layer Y is between receivers 𝑗 and 𝑗 + 1, the spectrum 𝑋𝑖 at each 
receiver 𝑖 can be written as 
 
[𝑋1(𝑓),… , 𝑋𝑗(𝑓), 𝑋𝑗+1(𝑓), 𝑋𝑗+2(𝑓),… , 𝑋𝑁(𝑓)] = [𝐴, 𝐴𝑍 + 𝐵𝑍
∗, … , 𝐴𝑍(𝑗−1) +
𝐵𝑍∗
(𝑗−1), 𝐶𝑒−𝑖𝑘𝑝𝑗∆𝑧𝐿 + 𝐷𝑒𝑖𝑘𝑝𝑗∆𝑧𝐿 , 𝐸𝑍(𝑗+1)… ,𝐸𝑍(𝑁−1)],  
2.32 
where 𝑍 = 𝑒−𝑖𝑘𝑟∆𝑧𝐿 and 𝑍∗ is the complex conjugate of 𝑍. 
Huang et al. (2015) ignore the reflections given by 𝐵 and 𝐷, because in the limits 
of perturbation theory |𝑘𝑟 − 𝑘𝑝|/𝑘𝑟  ≪ 1, therefore, |𝐵| ≪ 1 and |𝐷| ≪ 1. Another 
method to remove the interference causes by the reflections without imposing |𝐵| = 0 is 
to calculate the axial sensitivity functions using an antireflective layer by taking  ∆𝑧𝐿 =
𝜋𝑛/𝑘𝑝  , where 𝑛 is an integer (see equation 2.28). 
In Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6, I compare 𝐺{𝑙}/Δ𝑧𝐿 to the product 𝐹𝑆
{𝑙}/Δ𝑧𝐿 
normalized by 𝑠{𝑙}(𝐩𝟎, 𝑓)/𝐩𝟎 calculated with LWD and wireline tools, respectively, 
where Δ𝑧𝐿 is the thickness of the layer used to construct the axial sensitivity functions. 
The sensitivity using both methods agrees within a relative difference of 1%. The 
advantages of calculating the axial sensitivity function using the product 𝐹𝑆{𝑙} are, (1) it 
is more efficient because it does not require processing the frequency spectrum (equation 






the tool and of the intrinsic elastic properties of formations on the measured acoustic 
logs. 
2.3 RADIAL SENSITIVITY FUNCTIONS 
Radial sensitivity functions quantify the relative variation of phase slowness of a 
modal wave originating from local perturbations of rock properties in the radial direction 
(i.e., the radial direction, 𝑟, away from the borehole axis). 
The radial sensitivity 𝑅𝑘
{𝑙}
 of a sonic mode {𝑙} to perturbation of elastic property 
𝑝0𝑘 is given by 
 
𝑅𝑘
{𝑙}(𝐩𝟎, 𝑟, 𝑓) =
𝑠(𝐩, 𝑟, 𝑓) − 𝑠(𝐩𝟎, 𝑓)
(𝑝𝑘 − 𝑝0𝑘)
, 2.33 
where 𝑠(𝐩𝟎, 𝑓) is mode slowness at frequency 𝑓 of a homogeneous formation whose 
stiffness coefficients are given by the vector 𝐩𝟎, 𝑠(𝐩, 𝑟, 𝑓) is the slowness measured by 
the receiver array when a cylindrical shell L of radius 𝑟, thickness ∆𝑟, and elastic 
property  𝐩 ≠ 𝐩𝟎, is inserted concentric to the borehole. To calculate 𝑅𝑘
{𝑙}
 for all positions 
𝑟, I vary the radius of the cylindrical shell L. 
Figure 2.8 and Figure 2.9 show the radial sensitivity of the quadrupole and 
flexural modes to perturbations of shear slowness, compressional slowness, and density 
in slow and fast homogeneous formations logged with an LWD and a wireline 
instrument, respectively. The radial sensitivity functions show that the length of 
investigation of both the quadrupole and flexural modes to perturbations of shear 
slowness varies between 0.3 m and 1 m. The length of investigation depends on 






extended length of investigations. Furthermore, quadrupole and flexural modes are less 
sensitive to perturbations of compressional slowness and density compared to 
perturbations of shear slowness. 
2.4 AXIAL-RADIAL SENSITIVITY FUNCTIONS 
Axial-radial sensitivity functions can be approximated by the product of 1D axial 
and 1D radial sensitivity functions (Huang et al., 2015).  In Section 2.2, I showed that the 
axial sensitivity function could be expressed as the product 𝐹𝑆, where 𝐹 is the spatial 
averaging introduced by the sonic tool in the axial direction, and 𝑆 is the sensitivity of a 
borehole mode in a homogeneous formation. Similarly, the axial-radial sensitivity 
function 𝐺𝑟𝑧𝑘
{𝑙}
 of a borehole mode {𝑙} to perturbations of elastic property 𝑝𝑘 can be 
expressed as 
𝐺𝑟𝑧𝑘
{𝑙}(𝐩𝟎, 𝑟, 𝑧, 𝑓) = 𝐹(𝑧)𝑅𝑘
{𝑙}(𝐩𝟎, 𝑟, 𝑓), 2.34 
where 𝐹 and 𝑅𝑘
{𝑙}(𝐩𝟎, 𝑟, 𝑓) are obtained from equations 2.15 and 2.33, respectively, and 𝑟 
and 𝑧 are radial and axial distances, respectively. 
Figure 2.10 and Figure 2.11 show the axial-radial sensitivity of the quadrupole 
mode to perturbation of shear slowness in slow and fast formations, respectively, while 
Figure 2.12 and Figure 2.13 show the axial-radial sensitivity of the flexural mode to 
perturbation of shear slowness in slow and fast formations, respectively. 
2.5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
In this chapter, I calculated the sensitivity of the dispersive flexural and 
quadrupole modes to perturbation of shear slowness, compressional slowness, and 






sensitive to shear slowness at low frequencies, and to shear slowness, compressional 
slowness, and density, at higher frequencies.  
I introduced a new method to calculate axial sensitivity functions by decoupling 
geometrical averaging effects from the intrinsic elastic properties of formations on 
borehole dispersive modes. The geometrical averaging function (𝐹) depends on the 
acoustic tool and is derived using ray theory. One-dimensional radial sensitivity 
functions, 𝑅𝑘
{𝑙}(𝐩𝟎, 𝑟, 𝑓), of quadrupole and flexural modes were computed in slow and 
fast formations logged with LWD and wireline tools. The radial length of investigation of 
flexural and quadrupole modes to elastic parameters depends on the frequency and the 
formation type (i.e., slow or fast) and varies between 0.3 m and 1 m. I construct the axial-
radial sensitivity function using the averaging function 𝐹(𝑧) that depends on the tool 
geometrical properties and the radial sensitivity function  𝑅𝑘
{𝑙}(𝐩𝟎, 𝑟, 𝑓) that depends on 
the tool, borehole fluid, and formation properties. 
Spatial sensitivity functions quantify the variation of phase slowness measured by 
the sonic tool due to spatial perturbations of elastic properties. Thus, they can be used to 
fast-forward model borehole acoustic logs. Fast-forward modeling allows the 
implementation of new methods to interpret acoustic logs which I investigate in Chapter 
3, Chapter 4, and Chapter 5. 
 







Table 2.1: Summary of the assumed elastic properties of borehole fluid and rock 






𝝆 (kg/m3) 1000 2500 2500 
𝒗𝒑 (m/s) 1500 2380 3230 
𝒗𝒔 (m/s) 0 1400 1900 
 
Table 2.2: Geometric properties assumed for the LWD and wireline instruments in 
Chapter 2. 
 LWD Wireline 
Number of receivers 12 13 
Inter-receiver spacing (m) 0.1017 0.1524 








Figure 2.1: Normalized sensitivity of the quadrupole mode to shear slowness (𝑠𝑠), 
compressional slowness  (𝑠𝑝), and formation density (𝜌), for the (a) slow 








Figure 2.2: Normalized sensitivity of the flexural mode to shear slowness (𝑠𝑠), 
compressional slowness  (𝑠𝑝), and formation density (𝜌), for the (a) slow 







Figure 2.3: Values of the function 𝐹 (equation 2.15) quantifying the averaging 
introduced by sonic tools on slownesses measured with the (a) LWD and (b) 
wireline instruments given in Table 2.2. The circles represent the ratio of 𝐹 







Figure 2.4: Geometry and positions of the receivers (circles) of the acoustic instrument 
(shown in grey). The total number of receivers is 𝑁. The mid-position 
between receivers 𝑖 and 𝑖 + 1 is 𝑧𝑖; 𝑑 is the position of the center of the 
receiver array, and 𝐿 is the length of the receiver array; ∆𝑧𝑅 is the distance 
between two consecutive receivers. The averaging function 𝐹 is illustrated 
with crosses: the sensitivity at position 𝑧𝑖 is proportional to the distance 









Figure 2.5: Homogeneous formation with an embedded horizontal layer (layer Y) of 
perturbed elastic properties. Lower and upper boundaries of layer Y are 𝑧𝑙 
and 𝑧𝑢, respectively. The complex amplitudes of the transmitted waves are 









Figure 2.6: Axial sensitivity of the quadrupole mode measured with an LWD instrument 
at 4 kHz, 5 kHz, 6 kHz, and 7 kHz to perturbations of shear slowness (𝑠𝑠), 
compressional slowness  (𝑠𝑝), and formation density (𝜌). The axial 
sensitivity function 𝐺, calculated using equation 2.17 and normalized by the 
inter-receiver distance, ∆𝑧𝑅 , is shown with continuous lines, while the axial 
sensitivity function calculated using the product of 𝐹𝑆 normalized by 







Figure 2.7: Axial sensitivity of the quadrupole mode measured with a wireline tool at 3 
kHz, 4 kHz, 5 kHz, 6 kHz, and 7 kHz to perturbations of shear slowness 
(𝑠𝑠), compressional slowness  (𝑠𝑝), and formation density (𝜌). The axial 
sensitivity function 𝐺, calculated using equation 2.17 and normalized by the 
inter-receiver distance, ∆𝑧𝑅 , is shown with continuous lines, while the axial 
sensitivity function calculated using the product of 𝐹𝑆 normalized by 








Figure 2.8: Radial sensitivity of the quadrupole mode to perturbations of shear slowness 
(𝑠𝑠), compressional slowness  (𝑠𝑝), and formation density (𝜌),  measured 
with an LWD instrument at 4 kHz, 5 kHz, 6 kHz, and 7 kHz in (a) slow and 









Figure 2.9: Radial sensitivity of the flexural mode to perturbations of shear slowness 
(𝑠𝑠), compressional slowness  (𝑠𝑝), and formation density (𝜌),  measured 
with a wireline tool at 3 kHz, 4 kHz, 5 kHz, and 6 kHz in (a) slow and (b) 







Figure 2.10: Axial-radial sensitivity of the quadrupole mode to perturbations of shear 
slowness measured with an LWD tool at 4 kHz, 5 kHz, 6 kHz, and 7 kHz in 
a slow formation. Axial-radial sensitivities are given by equation 2.34 
normalized by 𝑟Δ𝑟Δ𝑧. The depth of investigation is approximately 0.5 m at 








Figure 2.11: Axial-radial sensitivity of the quadrupole mode to perturbations of shear 
slowness measured with an LWD tool at 4 kHz, 5 kHz, 6 kHz, and 7 kHz in 
a fast formation. Axial-radial sensitivities are given by equation 2.34 
normalized by 𝑟Δ𝑟Δ𝑧. The depth of investigation is approximately 1 m at 








Figure 2.12: Axial-radial sensitivity of the flexural mode to perturbations of shear 
slowness measured with a wireline tool at 3 kHz, 4 kHz, 5 kHz, 6 kHz, and 
7 kHz in a slow formation. Axial-radial sensitivities are given by equation 
2.34 normalized by 𝑟Δ𝑟Δ𝑧. The depth of investigation is approximately 0.5 








Figure 2.13: Axial-radial sensitivity of the flexural mode to perturbations of shear 
slowness measured with a wireline tool at 3 kHz, 4 kHz, 5 kHz, and 6 kHz 
in a fast formation. Axial-radial sensitivities are given by equation 2.34 
normalized by 𝑟Δ𝑟Δ𝑧. The depth of investigation is approximately 0.9 m at 








Chapter 3: Physics-Based Method to Mitigate Noise in Borehole Sonic 
Logs Using Fast-Forward Modeling and Inversion 
A major challenge in the interpretation of seismic measurements and sonic logs is 
the presence of deleterious noise that impacts the quality and reliability of estimated 
seismic wavelets and seismic inversion products. I introduce an inversion-based method 
to mitigate processing errors, spatial averaging effects, and borehole environmental noise 
on sonic logs. The inversion-based method estimates layer-by-layer elastic properties via 
joint inversion of shear and compressional logs measured in a vertical well and uses the 
estimated elastic properties of the assumed horizontal layers to model noise-mitigated 
sonic logs. Sonic logs are efficiently modeled by invoking axial sensitivity functions of 
shear and compressional logs. I first test the inversion-based method with synthetic sonic 
logs contaminated with noise. Estimated layer-by-layer elastic properties exhibit 
maximum relative differences of 5% compared to those of the original model while 
efficiently reducing the numerical noise included in the input measurements. I then apply 
the method to noisy sonic logs acquired in the deepwater Gulf of Mexico and in the North 
Sea and estimate angle reflectivity from the noise-mitigated logs. Results verify the 
reliability of the inversion-based method to reduce biases in the calculated angle 
reflectivity within a few minutes of CPU time. By making use of geometrical and 
physical constraints for noise reduction, implicit in the inversion-based method, I obtain 
sonic logs that more accurately reflect the physical properties of rock formations 








Noise and spikes typically present in sonic logs decrease the accuracy with which 
the latter can be used to determine rock elastic properties. I classify noise present in sonic 
logs into three categories: (1) numerical noise caused by round-off errors and limitations 
of waveform processing algorithms (Kimball and Marzetta, 1984); (2) instrument errors 
caused by tool vibration (Song et al., 2017), tool eccentricity (Pardo et al., 2013), 
temperature drift, electronic noise, and spatial averaging effects (Close et al., 2009; 
Mallan et al., 2011); and (3) formation irregularities, such as washouts, breakouts, 
mudcake, and fractures (Souder, 2002; Chi et al., 2006; Ellis and Singer, 2007; Oyler et 
al., 2008). 
Presence of noise in sonic logs must be addressed to reliably estimate in-situ rock 
elastic properties for geomechanical, seismic, and petrophysical studies (Mallan et al., 
2009). Noise reduction in sonic logs is typically performed by re-processing and filtering 
sonic waveforms. These methods, however, are time-consuming and often disregard the 
fundamentals of borehole wave propagation. Other methods rely on effective-medium 
theories (Sayar and Torres-Verdín, 2016), neural networks, or compressional-to-shear 
velocity ratio models to reconstruct sonic logs, but such methods are non-unique and 
often require calibration with core data.  
I introduce a physics-based method to mitigate noise present in borehole sonic 
logs via joint inversion of shear and compressional logs. First, I assume a vertical well 
and construct a multi-layer (horizontal layers) earth model of unknown slownesses where 
I determine the location of bed boundaries from gamma ray (GR), bulk density (𝜌), or 






slownesses of the earth model and use the calculated slownesses to model sonic logs with 
mitigated measurement noise. There are two advantages to the inversion-based method: 
First, the joint-inversion method invokes mechanical and geometrical properties of the 
actual sonic tool used to acquire the measurements to model the sonic logs, rather than 
using numerical filters to remove noise. Second, because I construct a layered earth 
model prior to inversion, the inversion-based method mitigates spatial averaging effects 
and estimates layer-by-layer slownesses. I use axial sensitivity functions to fast-forward 
model sonic logs in a few seconds of CPU time, thereby improving the efficiency of the 
inversion. Because the sensitivity function takes into account the averaging effects 
implicit in the measurement of sonic logs, any spike present in the log with a full-width at 
half-maximum (FWHM) smaller than the FWHM of the sensitivity function is explicitly 
regarded as noise. 
I apply the inversion-based method to synthetic examples to verify its accuracy, 
reliability, and stability. Synthetic shear and compressional logs are generated from 
numerical simulations by solving the wave equation via finite-element and finite-
difference methods, respectively. Application of the inversion-based method to noisy 
sonic logs decreases noise contamination with minimal effect on the estimated rock 
properties. I show that applying the inversion-based method with bed boundaries 
uniformly spaced at the log sampling interval yields similar logs to those calculated when 
bed boundaries are known (correlation > 0.97). It is also found that inversion results 
improve when layer thicknesses are larger than the FWHM of the sensitivity function; for 
the case of synthetic formations where average layer thicknesses are smaller than the 






inversion-based method on sonic logs calculated with a subset of the receiver array yields 
accurate inversion results. 
I apply the inversion-based method to sonic logs acquired in the North Sea that 
exhibit noisy shear slownesses. Both sonic-log noise and spatial averaging effects are 
successfully mitigated concomitant with the estimation of layer-by-layer slownesses of 
60 m-thick formations within a few minutes of CPU time. Seismic angle reflectivities are 
estimated from the modeled sonic logs which are effectively corrected for spikes and 
noise that would otherwise give rise to fictitious reflections on synthetic seismograms. 
Furthermore, I show that slight variations in bed-boundary locations do not significantly 
modify the noise-mitigated logs, and conclude that for noise reduction the exact location 
of bed boundaries is not strictly necessary.  
3.2 METHOD 
I first show how to construct the forward model and then describe how to use the 
forward model and implement the inversion-based interpretation approach. 
3.2.1 Forward Modeling and Inversion 
The forward modeling of shear and compressional logs is expressed as a function 
of the spatial averaging function 𝐹 (equation 2.15), and is given by 
 





where {𝑙} denotes shear or compressional mode, 𝑠{𝑙}(𝐩(𝑧𝑖)) is slowness of the formation 
of elastic properties 𝐩 at depth 𝑧𝑖, that is midway between receivers 𝑖 and 𝑖 +1 (see 






I apply the forward model (equation 3.1) to estimate layer-by-layer slownesses 
jointly from shear and compressional logs by minimizing the quadratic cost function 
given by 
 
 𝑒(𝐦) = ‖𝐖𝐝 ∙ [𝐟(𝐦) − 𝐮]‖2
2 + 𝛼2‖𝚲 ∙ [𝐦 −𝐦𝟎]‖2
2 3.2 




2, where 𝑠𝑝𝑖 and 𝑠𝑠𝑖  are the compressional and shear slownesses of layer 
𝑖, respectively and 𝑛𝑡 is number of layers, while the data (measurement) vector is given 
by 𝐮 = [𝐮𝐩, 𝐮𝐬] , where 𝐮𝐩 and 𝐮𝐬 are the measured slowness logs, and 𝐟(𝐦) =
[𝐬𝐬𝐩(𝐦), 𝐬𝐬𝐬(𝐦)], where 𝐬𝐬𝐩 and 𝐬𝐬𝐬 are the compressional and shear slowness logs, 
respectively, calculated with axial sensitivity functions. The second term in equation 3.2 
is a Tikhonov regularization (stabilization) term, where 𝛼 is the regularization parameter 
and 𝚲 is a regularization weighing matrix; for first- and second-order regularization 
𝐦𝟎 = 0, while for zeroth-order regularization 𝐦𝟎 = [?̅?1… ?̅?𝑛𝑡 , ?̅?1… ?̅?𝑛𝑡], where ?̅?𝑖 and ?̅?𝑖 
are calculated from the average values of shear and compressional logs within layer 𝑖. 
The data weighing matrix, denoted as 𝐖𝐝, is a diagonal matrix equal to diag[𝑤1…𝑤𝑄], 
where 𝑄 is the total number of data; 𝑤𝑘 = 0, when the 𝑘-th measurement is unreliable 
and does not satisfy rock physics constraints (e.g., 𝑢𝑠/𝑢𝑝 < √2 or 𝑢𝑠/𝑢𝑝 > 4) and 
𝑤𝑘 = 1 otherwise. 
I use the Levenberg-Marquardt method (Aster et al., 2005) to minimize the 
quadratic cost function (equation 3.2). To choose the regularization parameter 𝛼, I plot 
the norm of the misfit between measured and forward-modeled logs versus 𝛼 and choose 






of 𝛼 at which the forward model has been devoid of most of the high-amplitude noise. 
The forward model can be further restricted with additional rock physics models (e.g., 
mineralogy-based models relating porosity and elastic modulus to slowness) to constrain 
the estimation of 𝐦. 
Although at first glance the inversion might appear to be only a low-pass filter, 
there are two major differences. First, low-pass filters are applied directly to noisy logs, 
thereby smoothing both noise and useful signal features while the inversion-based 
method incorporates the low-pass filter action of the sonic tool to produce blocky logs 
consistent with rock elastic constraints. And second, the low-pass filter action of the tool 
is applied on the blocky log to simulate the measurements, not on the data to eliminate 
noise. 
3.2.2 Calculation of Jacobian 
The Jacobian matrix can be derived analytically from equation 3.2. When 𝛼 = 0, 
and model parameters are expressed in terms of elastic constants the cost function is 
given by 
 





















where 𝐸(𝑝)and 𝐸(𝑠)are the misfits of forward model and data of compressional (𝑝) and 
shear (𝑠) slownesses, respectively and 𝐁 is the model vector of slownesses of the layers. 






















































𝑠𝑠 = √𝐿 + 2𝑃, 3.7 
𝑠𝑝 = √𝑃, 3.8 
𝜕𝑠𝑝
𝜕𝐿𝑘


































3.3 SYNTHETIC EXAMPLE 
I consider a thinly bedded formation logged with a wireline tool (Table 3.1) 
centered in an 8-inch (0.2032 m) vertical borehole. Noise-free shear and compressional 
logs are calculated via numerical simulations. To calculate the shear log, I first simulate 
the flexural mode spectrum at low frequencies using an hp-adaptive finite-element 






pencil method. To calculate the compressional log, I first simulate the time-domain 
waveforms using a finite-difference method and then process the waveforms with the 
slowness-time-coherence (STC) method (Kimball and Marzetta, 1984). The sampling 
interval of the logs is one measurement per 0.5 ft. I then add exponential noise with a 
minimum amplitude cut-off to the noise-free logs. Depth locations of spikes on sonic logs 
are chosen randomly. Spike width varies from 1 ft (0.3048 m) to 2.5 ft (0.762 m), while 
noise appears simultaneously on shear and compressional logs. Figure 3.1 shows the 
noise-free and noisy shear and compressional logs together with the true layer slownesses 
(identified with dashed lines). Slowness contrast between adjacent layers varies between 
5% and 19%. Layer boundaries are assumed known, and I derive initial estimates of 
slownesses in each layer from the average of the shear and compressional logs within that 
layer. 
I apply the inversion-based method to the noisy shear and compressional logs 
with a unity data weighting matrix at all depths. The method converges in a few seconds 
of CPU time and after only 8 iterations, indicating stability and high convergence rate of 
the nonlinear minimization procedure. Figure 3.2 shows the inverted shear and 
compressional slownesses together with the modeled logs that are almost noise free given 
that the inversion process has removed the spikes. To quantify the uncertainty of 
inversion results, I add the same amount of exponential noise to the modeled sonic logs 
and invoke the inversion method to calculate the mean and standard deviation of the 
inverted slownesses. Figure 3.2 shows the error (uncertainty) bars and the inverted 
slownesses (shown with dashed lines), which fall within the error-bar range 68% of the 






inverted slownesses and the modeled sonic logs match the true slownesses and the noise-
free sonic logs, respectively, with a standard deviation under 2.4 µs/ft as detailed in Table 
3.2. Additionally, the inversion-based method mitigates averaging effects; initially, the 
difference between noise-free compressional and shear logs and true layer slownesses 
exhibited standard deviations of 3.17 µs/ft and 5.43 µs/ft, respectively. By estimating 
layer-by-layer slownesses, the standard deviation is decreased by a factor of 2 (see the 
summary of results in Table 3.2). 
3.4 FIELD EXAMPLES OF APPLICATION 
3.4.1 Field Example 1, Deepwater Gulf of Mexico 
I apply the inversion method to noisy slowness logs acquired in the deepwater 
Gulf of Mexico (waveforms were not available). Bed boundaries are detected from the 
GR log by locating its inflection points. I discard beds located in depth sections where log 
data variations are small (slope << 1) as well as beds separated by a distance smaller than 
the FWHM of the sensitivity function. Initial estimates of slownesses in each layer are 
calculated from the average values of shear and compressional slowness logs within that 
layer. Figure 3.4 shows the caliper, GR, density, and compressional and shear slowness 
logs; layer boundaries detected with the GR log are shown with dashed lines. The well 
segment is approximately 30 m and is oil saturated below 3640 m and gas saturated 
above 3640 m; the gas-saturated depth interval is shaly. 
I calculate the axial sensitivity function with the tool properties described in Table 






together with the noise-mitigated sonic logs calculated by minimizing equation 3.2 using 
2
nd
 order Tikhonov regularization. 
3.4.2 Field Example 2, North Sea 
I apply the inversion method to noisy slowness logs acquired in the North Sea 
(waveforms were not available). Bed boundaries are detected from three sets of logs: GR, 
density, and compressional slowness by locating their inflection points. I discard beds 
located in depth sections where slowness variations are small (slope << 1) as well as beds 
separated by a distance smaller than the FWHM of the sensitivity function. Initial 
estimates of slownesses in each layer are calculated from the average values of shear and 
compressional slowness logs within that layer. Figure 3.6 shows the caliper, GR, density, 
and compressional and shear slowness logs; layer boundaries detected with the GR log 
are shown with dashed lines. Formations were drilled with oil-based mud, are gas 
saturated from 2540 m to 2560 m, and exhibit variable borehole enlargements from 2496 
m to 2530 m. In the latter depth interval, the quality of shear slowness is low, and 
measurements are missing at 2498 m, 2508 m, and 2526 m.  
I calculate the axial sensitivity function with the tool properties described in Table 
3.3. Figure 3.7 shows the estimated layer-by-layer shear and compressional slownesses 
together with the noise-mitigated sonic logs calculated by minimizing equation 3.2 using 
2
nd
 order Tikhonov regularization; spikes are removed by the inversion-based method, 
and the noise-mitigated shear slowness more closely follows the compressional slowness 
variations. I evaluate the effect of the choice of bed boundaries on the noise-mitigated 
logs; Figure 3.8 compares the estimated layer slownesses and noise-mitigated sonic logs 






Differences between the noise-mitigated logs exhibit standard deviations below 3 µs/ft, 
implying that slight variations in bed-boundary locations have a negligible effect on the 
noise-mitigated sonic logs.  
To show the impact of noisy sonic logs on synthetic seismograms, I calculate 
angle reflectivities with both the field logs and noise-mitigated logs shown in Figure 3.7 
using Shuey’s approximation (Shuey, 1985), given by 
 



























where  𝑅(𝜃) is angle reflectivity at angle 𝜃; 𝜌 is density, 𝑣𝑝 compressional velocity, and 
𝑣𝑠 shear velocity; ∆𝑣𝑝, ∆𝑣𝑠, and ∆𝜌 are the variation across a layer boundary of 
compressional velocity, shear velocity, and density, respectively.  Figure 3.9 shows the 






. Comparison of reflectivity calculated 
with field logs (black) to reflectivity calculated with noise-mitigated logs (gray) confirms 
that noise-mitigated sonic logs significantly reduce the deleterious influence of artificial 
reflections on synthetic seismograms. 
3.5 DISCUSSIONS 
3.5.1 Bed-Boundary Locations 
Before applying the inversion-based interpretation method, it is necessary to 
determine the location of bed boundaries. When bed-boundary locations are not known, I 






this case, the inversion method mitigates noise and spikes on sonic logs but does not 
reduce averaging effects; inverted layer slownesses approach the sonic logs. I illustrate 
the previous statement by recalculating the noise-mitigated logs of Figure 3.3 with bed 
boundaries placed every 0.1524 m (log sampling interval). Figure 3.10 shows the noise-
mitigated modeled logs (gray) corrected for noise and the inverted slownesses (gray 
dashed lines) that approach the modeled sonic logs. As described in Table 3.4, increasing 
the number of bed boundaries does not significantly change the correlation or the 
difference between modeled and noise-free sonic logs. 
3.5.2 Effect of Thin Layers 
In the previous synthetic and field examples, layers were thicker than the FWHM 
of the sensitivity function (0.4 m). I now test the inversion-based method across a 
formation with layer thicknesses varying from 0.24 m to 0.5 m. The regularization 
parameter is set to 𝛼 = 0 because sonic logs are noise free. Figure 3.11 shows that 
inverted properties do not agree with true layer properties, having a standard deviation of 
3.46 µs/ft and 4.89 µs/ft for the compressional and shear slownesses, respectively, and a 
maximum error bar of 32 µs/ft. To improve the inversion results, and better resolve thin 
beds, I use a sub-array of receivers of 0.914 m (7 receivers) to calculate sonic logs rather 
than using the complete receiver array of 1.83 m (13 receivers) included in the sonic tool 
(Hsu and Chang, 1987; Zhang et al., 2000). In Figure 3.12, I show the inversion results 
obtained when the input data consist of sub-array logs; estimated slownesses agree with 
the original slownesses with a standard deviation below 2 µs/ft and a maximum error bar 
of 8.4 µs/ft. Therefore, I conclude that sub-array processing increases the vertical 






the estimation of layer slownesses. When shortening the receiver array further to 0.3048 
m (3 receivers), the signal-to-noise ratio of sonic logs decreases (Figure 3.13). Thus, 
using fewer receivers to calculate sonic logs introduces additional processing noise to the 
inversion-based interpretation method. 
3.5.3 Limitations of the Method 
An important step in the proposed inversion-based interpretation method is the 
construction of a geometrical model composed of homogeneous and horizontal beds 
penetrated by a borehole orthogonal to bedding. Therefore, if bed boundaries are ill-
defined or are missing the inversion-based method can over smooth actual features 
present in rock formations. Additionally, the accuracy of the method decreases in 
complex geometries that include dipping layers or variations of layer properties in the 
azimuthal direction (e.g., non-symmetric washouts or breakouts) because using axial 
sensitivity functions to calculate logs assumes that elastic properties are constant in the 
azimuthal and radial directions. Consider, for example, the washout of 3.62 cm filled 
with water-based mud shown in Figure 3.14. Figure 3.15 compares the simulated logs 
with and without borehole washout, indicating that presence of the washout in the center 
layer alters the quality of sonic logs in adjacent layers and that the shear log is less 
affected by the presence of washouts than the compressional log. Figure 3.16 shows that 
inverted slownesses are biased compared to true layer slownesses because the inversion-
based method assumes homogeneous layers and calculates an effective slowness for the 
washout-formation layer, which will not correspond to the true formation slowness.  
To appraise the accuracy of inversion results, it is important to examine the data 






distribution could indicate model limitations (e.g., depth mismatches, complex 
geometries, etc.), while outliers could indicate noise. For example, if two layers in the 
formation with different shear/compressional velocities are modeled as a single layer, the 
calculated slowness using the inversion-based method would be an averaged slowness 
across the two layers; this would yield a bimodal distribution of data residuals. 
3.6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
I developed and successfully verified a new inversion-based method to reduce 
noise contamination in shear and compressional sonic logs. The method uses axial 
sensitivity functions to estimate layer-by-layer slownesses of rock formations penetrated 
by a vertical well and uses the estimated slownesses to calculate noise-mitigated shear 
and compressional logs. Noise-mitigated shear and compressional logs can be used to 
improve the calculation of angle reflectivity, synthetic seismograms, and seismic 
waveforms.  
The accuracy and reliability of the inversion-based method were verified with 
synthetic examples where sonic logs were affected by spikes, processing noise, and 
averaging effects. I mitigated these effects by calculating sonic logs that honor rock-
physics constraints and by estimating layer-by-layer slownesses. It was found that the 
estimation of rock elastic properties was accurate when layer thickness was greater than 
the FWHM of the sensitivity function and when the width of spikes was smaller than the 
corresponding layer thickness. For layer thicknesses smaller than the FWHM of the 
sensitivity function, I showed that combining sub-array processing with the inversion-
based method yields accurate and reliable inversion results. The proposed inversion-






when bed-boundary locations are not known, the method can be implemented with 
uniformly spaced bed boundaries along the depth interval at the expense of decreased 
accuracy of the estimated layer-by-layer slownesses.  
The inversion-based method to mitigate noise can also be used to quality-check 
sonic logs and process several hundred feet of logs in a few minutes of CPU time. It is a 
practical and reliable alternative to costly sonic waveform re-processing, filtering, or to 
reproducing sonic logs via effective medium theories. 
  
3.7 TABLES AND FIGURES 
 
Table 3.1: Geometric properties for the wireline tool assumed in the synthetic 
examples considered in Chapter 3. 
 
Number of receivers 13 
Inter-receiver spacing (m) 0.1524 
First receiver offset (m) 3.2766 








Table 3.2: Standard deviation of the difference between noise-free compressional (P) 
and shear (S) logs, modeled logs, and true and inverted slownesses for the 
synthetic example described in Figure 3.3. 
 
Noise-free P/S logs  Inverted P/S slownesses 
True P/S slownesses  3.17 µs/ft / 5.43 µs/ft 1.49 µs/ft / 2.36 µs/ft 




Table 3.3: Geometrical properties of the tool used to construct the sensitivity functions 
for rock formations in the deepwater Gulf of Mexico and the North Sea. 
Number of receivers 8 
Inter-receiver spacing (m) 0.1524 
Receiver offset of dipole 
source (m) 
2.74 
Receiver offset of 
monopole source(m) 
3.35 
Inner/outer radius (m) NA/0.046 
 
Table 3.4: Correlation and standard deviation of the difference between modeled logs 
and inverted compressional (P) and shear (S) slownesses shown in Figure 
3.3 and Figure 3.10 to noise-free logs. 
 
P/S modeled logs for 
the synthetic 
example shown in 
Figure 3.3 
P/S modeled logs for 
the synthetic 
example with thin 
layers (Figure 3.10) 
P/S inverted 
slownesses for the 
synthetic example 
shown in Figure 3.3 
P/S inverted 
slownesses for the 
synthetic example 




0.98/0.98 0.98/0.97 0.98/0.98 0.90/0.87 
Standard deviation 
to noise-free logs 








Figure 3.1: Comparison of noise-free logs (gray) to noisy logs (black) for 
(a) compressional and (b) shear slownesses measured with a wireline tool. 








Figure 3.2: Comparison of noisy (black) to modeled (gray) logs calculated with the 
inversion-based method for (a) compressional and (b) shear slownesses 
measured with a wireline tool. Dashed lines with error bars identify the 







Figure 3.3: Comparison of noise-free (black) to modeled (gray) logs calculated with the 
inversion-based method for (a) compressional and (b) shear slownesses 
measured with a wireline tool. Black and gray dashed lines identify original 







Figure 3.4: (From left to right) caliper, gamma ray, density, compressional slowness, 
and shear slowness logs acquired in the deepwater Gulf of 
Mexico. Horizontal dashed lines identify the locations of bed boundaries 







Figure 3.5: Comparison of field (black) and modeled sonic logs (gray) for (a) 
compressional and (b) shear slownesses in the deepwater Gulf of Mexico. 







Figure 3.6: (From left to right) caliper, gamma ray, density, compressional slowness, 
and shear slowness logs acquired in the North Sea. Horizontal dashed lines 








Figure 3.7: Comparison of field (black) and modeled sonic logs (gray) for (a) 
compressional and (b) shear slownesses in the North Sea. Dashed lines 







Figure 3.8: Modeled (a) compressional and (b) shear slowness logs in the North Sea 
calculated from the inversion-based method with bed boundaries detected 
with the gamma-ray log (black), the compressional log (blue), and the 








Figure 3.9: (From left to right) PP reflectivity at 10, 20, and 30 degrees calculated from 
measured sonic logs (black) and modeled sonic logs (gray) with bed 







Figure 3.10: Comparison of noisy (black) and modeled (gray) logs calculated with the 
inversion-based method for (a) compressional and (b) shear slownesses 
measured with a wireline tool. Black and gray dashed lines identify original 
and inverted layer-by-layer slownesses. Inverted slownesses approach the 







Figure 3.11: Comparison of noise-free (black) to modeled (gray) logs calculated with the 
inversion-based method for (a) compressional and (b) shear slownesses 
measured with a wireline tool. Black and gray dashed lines identify the 
original and inverted layer-by-layer slownesses of the inter-bedded 








Figure 3.12: Comparison of noise-free (black) to modeled (gray) logs of (a) 
compressional and (b) shear slownesses calculated with receivers 4-10 of 
the wireline tool. Black and gray dashed lines identify original and inverted 
layer-by-layer slownesses of the inter-bedded formation, respectively. Error 







Figure 3.13: Comparison of the processed (a) compressional and (b) shear logs with 
receivers 1 – 13 (black), 4 – 10 (gray), and 6 – 8 (dashed) for the formation 







Figure 3.14: Geometrical description of a formation with five layers and a washout 
enlargement of 3.6 cm in the center layer. Receivers are identified with 
squares and the sonic transmitter with a circle on the wireline tool (figure 








Figure 3.15: Comparison of noise-free logs without washout effects (gray) to logs 
simulated with washout effects (black) for (a) compressional and (b) shear 








Figure 3.16: Comparison of logs with washout effects (black) to modeled logs (gray) of 
the formation shown in Figure 3.14 for (a) compressional and (b) shear 
slownesses. Dashed lines with error bars identify the estimated layer-by-






Chapter 4: Estimation of Rock Stiffness Coefficients of Vertical 
Transversely Isotropic Formations from Borehole Sonic 
Measurements Acquired with Wireline and Logging-While-
Drilling Instruments 
 
In this chapter, I introduce an inversion-based method to estimate stiffness 
coefficients of VTI formations penetrated by vertical wells from compressional, Stoneley, 
and quadrupole/flexural modes measured with wireline or logging-while-drilling (LWD) 
instruments. First, I calculate the sensitivity functions of borehole sonic modes to 
stiffness coefficients; next, I use the sensitivities to estimate the stiffness coefficients of 
VTI layers from frequency-dependent borehole sonic logs. Because logs exhibit spatial 
averaging effects, I invoke inversion to calculate layer-by-layer slownesses of the 
formation prior to estimating stiffness coefficients. The method is verified with synthetic 
models of homogeneous and thinly-bedded formations. 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
The relation between stress and strain of a solid is given by the generalized 
Hooke’s law expressed as 
 
 𝛔 = 𝐂𝛆 4.1 
where 𝛔 is the stress tensor, 𝛆 is the strain tensor, and 𝐂 is the elastic stiffness tensor. 
4.1.1 Isotropic Media 














𝑐33 𝑐13 𝑐13 0 0 0
𝑐13 𝑐33 𝑐13 0 0 0
𝑐13 𝑐13 𝑐33 0 0 0
0 0 0 𝑐44 0 0
0 0 0 0 𝑐44 0







where 𝑐13 = 𝑐33 − 2𝑐44. The stiffness tensor, 𝐂, contains two independent entries; 𝑐33 
and 𝑐44 in an isotropic media that relate to compressional (𝑣𝑝) and shear (𝑣𝑠)  velocities 
and density (𝜌)  as follows: 
 









Therefore, it is customary to calculate 𝑐33 and 𝑐44 from compressional and shear  
logs in isotropic media. 
4.1.2 VTI Media 
Most hydrocarbon-bearing shales are described as VTI rocks because the elastic 
properties of the rock are symmetric about a vertical axis that is normal to bedding 









𝑐11 𝑐12 𝑐13 0 0 0
𝑐12 𝑐11 𝑐13 0 0 0
𝑐13 𝑐13 𝑐33 0 0 0
0 0 0 𝑐44 0 0
0 0 0 0 𝑐44 0












where 𝑐12 = 𝑐11 − 2𝑐66. In a VTI media, the stiffness tensor, 𝐂, contains five 
independent entries; 𝑐11, 𝑐13, 𝑐33, 𝑐44, and 𝑐66 that relate to compressional (𝑣𝑝) and shear 
(𝑣𝑠)  velocities, and density (𝜌) as follows: 
 




















𝑣𝑝45 =  
√
𝑐11 + 𝑐33
2 + 𝑐44 +
√(𝑐11 − 𝑐33)
2





where the subscripts 𝑣 and ℎ denote the directions parallel and perpendicular to the 
vertical axis of symmetry, respectively, and 𝑣𝑝45 is the P-wave velocity at an angle of 45 
degrees from the axis of symmetry. 
4.1.3 Estimating Stiffness Coefficients from Sonic Logs 
In hydrocarbon-bearing shales, the ability to initiate and propagate hydraulic 
fractures correlates with stiffness coefficients of layers near well-bore region. Hence, 
estimating stiffness coefficients in VTI formations is necessary to calculate in-situ 
stresses in hydrocarbon reservoirs for drilling applications and production optimization. 






effective-medium models calibrated to core data. However, effective-medium models are 
non-unique while core data analysis is scant and expensive. Other methods estimate three 
of the five independent stiffness coefficients from compressional, shear, and Stoneley 
slownesses. Because sonic tools introduce spatial averaging effects on logs, calculated 
coefficients from logs are averaged vertically over the length of the receiver array of 
acoustic instruments. 
In this chapter, I develop an inversion-based algorithm to estimate stiffness 
coefficients of VTI formations using compressional, flexural/quadrupole, and Stoneley 
logs measured with wireline or LWD instruments. The inversion algorithm is performed 
in two sequential steps: (1) reduction of spatial averaging effects on compressional, 
flexural/quadrupole, and Stoneley logs and calculation of layer-by-layer slownesses, and 
(2) estimation of stiffness coefficients from the calculated layer-by-layer slownesses. To 
take advantage of the different sensitivities of borehole modes to stiffness coefficients 
and to improve the robustness of the inversion, I estimate the stiffness coefficients 
sequentially: First, I invert the compressional log and the low-frequency Stoneley log to 
calculate c33 and c66, respectively. Then, I invert the quadrupole/flexural log at low 
frequencies to calculate c44, and finally, I invert the quadrupole/flexural logs at higher 
frequencies to calculate c11 and c13. 
I implement the method with synthetic examples to assess its reliability and 
accuracy under controlled conditions. To construct the synthetic cases I only consider 
homogeneous and horizontally layered-formations penetrated by vertical wells, where 
layers are thinner than the length of the receiver array, varying between 0.60 m and 0.91 






shales, i.e., 0.1<ε<0.3, 0.09<γ<0.29, and 0.04<δ<0.11 (Vernik and Liu, 1997; Tutuncu, 
2010; Murphy et al., 2015). I observe three sources of error in the estimated coefficients: 
(a) bias error originating from de-averaging the logs prior to inversion, (b) error 
propagated during the sequential inversion, and (c) error associated with noisy slowness 
logs. It is found that the relative bias and uncertainty of the estimated coefficients is 
largest for 𝑐11 and 𝑐13 because borehole modes exhibit low sensitivity to these two 
coefficients. The main advantage of the method is that it mitigates spatial averaging 
effects of sonic logs in the estimated coefficients while at the same time yielding 
continuous estimations along the depth interval of interest. 
4.2 FORWARD MODELING IN VTI FORMATIONS PENETRATED BY VERTICAL WELLS 
In a homogeneous formation with a vector of elastic properties 
𝐩𝟎 = [𝑐11, 𝑐13, 𝑐33, 𝑐44, and 𝑐66], the sensitivity, 𝑆𝑘
{𝑙}
, of a sonic borehole mode {𝑙} to the 







where 𝑠{𝑙} is slowness of mode {𝑙} at frequency 𝑓 of a homogeneous formation whose 
stiffness coefficients are given by the vector 𝐩𝟎 and 𝑝0𝑘 is the 𝑘-th stiffness coefficient. 
Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 show the normalized sensitivity of the quadrupole and flexural 
modes calculated in slow and fast homogenous formations penetrated by LWD and 
wireline tools, respectively. The normalization factor is 𝑠{𝑙}(𝐩𝟎, 𝑓)/𝑝0𝑘. Formation and 
borehole properties are given in Table 4.1, while the assumed tool properties are given in 






vertical borehole), the slowness of a sonic mode {𝑙} is given by equation 2.4 where 
𝐩𝟎 = [𝑐11, 𝑐13, 𝑐33, 𝑐44, and 𝑐66]. 
4.3 INVERSION-BASED INTERPRETATION WORKFLOW 
I perform inversion-based interpretation of borehole sonic logs in two steps: in the 
first step, I mitigate spatial averaging effects on the borehole sonic logs to obtain layer-
by-layer slownesses of formations, while in the second step, I estimate stiffness 
coefficients from the calculated layer-by-layer slownesses. 
Inversion Step 1 
In Step 1 of the inversion method, I mitigate spatial averaging effects on frequency-
dependent (dispersive) and non-dispersive (compressional) sonic logs introduced by 
acoustic instruments when calculating layer-by-layer slownesses. This is accomplished 
by minimizing the quadratic cost function given by 
 
𝑒1(𝐦(𝑓𝑖)) = ‖𝐅𝐦(𝑓𝑖) − 𝐝log(𝑓𝑖)‖2
2
+ 𝛼2‖𝚲𝐦(𝑓𝑖)‖2
2 , 4.12 
at each frequency 𝑓𝑖, where 𝐦(𝑓𝑖) is the model vector whose components 𝑚𝑘(𝑓𝑖) are the 
slownesses at depth 𝑧𝑘 and frequency 𝑓𝑖; 𝐝log(𝑓𝑖) is the data vector whose component 
(𝑑log(𝑓𝑖))𝑗 is the slowness log at frequency 𝑓𝑖 and measured depth 𝑑𝑗 (𝑧 denotes any 
position in the formation, 𝑑 denotes depth of the log), and F𝑗𝑘  = 𝐹(𝑧𝑘 − 𝑑𝑗) is the value 
of the spatial averaging function 𝐹 (equation 2.15) at position 𝑧𝑘 when the receiver array 
is centered at depth 𝑑𝑗. The second additive term of the cost function (equation 4.12) is a 
Tikhonov regularization (stabilization) term, where 𝛼 is the regularization parameter and 
𝚲 is a regularization weighting matrix; when layers are thicker than the FWHM of the 






Bed boundaries and the initial guess of model properties are input to the inversion 
as follows: 
- In synthetic cases, locations of bed boundaries are known while for field data 
they are estimated from other well logs (e.g., gamma ray, density, or 
resistivity). 
- The initial guess of model properties for each layer is chosen as the mean 
value of the corresponding well log (e.g., density, slowness) across that layer. 
To minimize the quadratic cost function (equation 4.12), I use the Levenberg-
Marquardt method (Aster et al., 2005). In the examples of this chapter I do not use 









where 𝑓𝑞 is frequency, (𝑑𝑙𝑜𝑔)𝑖 is slowness data at measured depth 𝑑𝑖, and 𝑚𝑗 is slowness 




= 2(𝐹𝑖𝑗𝑚𝑗(𝑓𝑞) − (𝑑log(𝑓𝑞))𝑖)𝐹𝑖𝑘, 4.14 
whereby the entries of the Jacobian matrix 𝐉 are given by  𝐽𝑖𝑗 = 𝐹𝑖𝑗= 𝐹(𝑧𝑗 − 𝑑𝑖). 
Inversion Step 2 
In Step 2 of the inversion method, I calculate stiffness coefficients of layers from 
the layer-by-layer, frequency-dependent slownesses obtained in Step 1. This is 







𝑒2(𝐩𝑘) = ‖𝐠(𝐩𝑘) − 𝐬𝑘‖2
2 , 4.15 
separately for each layer 𝑘, where 𝐩𝑘 is the model vector of layer 𝑘 whose entries are the 
five stiffness coefficients, 𝐬𝑘 is the slowness vector at all frequencies 𝑓𝑞 in a given layer 
𝑘; i.e. (s𝑞)𝑘 = 𝑚𝑘(𝑓𝑞), and 𝐠(𝐩𝑘) is the modeled slowness vector calculated using 1D 
simulations. To minimize the quadratic cost function (equation 4.15) I use the Levenberg-
Marquardt method (Aster et al., 2005) and calculate the entries of the corresponding 
Jacobian matrix using 1D simulations. 
To improve the efficiency of the inversion, I implement equation 4.15 in the 
following way: First, I use the compressional mode to estimate 𝑐33 from 𝑐33 = 𝑣𝑝𝑣
2𝜌, 
where 𝑣𝑝𝑣 is the vertical compressional velocity obtained from the compressional log and 
𝜌 is density (known or obtained from the density log). Next, I use the Stoneley mode at 
low frequencies to calculate 𝑐66 given that 𝑆𝑘
{𝑠𝑡}(𝐩𝟎, 𝑓 < 2 kHz) ≈ 0 for all 𝑝0𝑘 except 
𝑐66. Then, I use the low-frequency component of the flexural/quadrupole modes to 
estimate 𝑐44 given that 𝑆𝑘
{𝑓𝑙}(𝐩𝟎, 𝑓 ≤ 3 kHz) ≈ 0 and 𝑆𝑘
{𝑞}(𝐩𝟎, 𝑓 ≤ 4 kHz) ≈ 0 for all 
𝑝0𝑘 except 𝑐44 (see Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2). Finally, I invert the flexural/quadrupole 
log at higher discrete frequencies to estimate 𝑐11 and 𝑐13 because the ratios 𝑆𝑐44
{𝑓𝑙}(𝐩𝟎, 𝑓 >
4 kHz)/𝑆𝑐33 or 𝑐13
{𝑓𝑙} (𝐩𝟎, 𝑓 > 4 kHz) and 𝑆𝑐44
{𝑞} (𝐩𝟎, 𝑓 > 4 kHz)/𝑆𝑐33 or 𝑐13
{𝑞} (𝐩𝟎, 𝑓 >
4 kHz) decreases when frequency increases. In all the examples, the inversion is 
initialized assuming that the formation is isotropic. I use a total of 14 well logs to perform 
the sequential inversion, as follows: 






- One Stoneley log (to estimate 𝑐66). The frequency is determined from the 
Stoneley dispersion curve at the lowest frequency with constant slowness, 
usually between 1 kHz and 2 kHz. 
- One flexural/quadrupole log at low frequency (to estimate 𝑐44). For the 
flexural mode, the frequency is chosen at the point where the dispersion curve 
asymptotes to a constant value, usually between 2 kHz and 3 kHz. For the 
quadrupole mode, the low frequency is chosen around the cut-off frequency at 
approximately 3.5 kHz for slow/intermediate formations and 4.5 kHz for fast 
formations (Su et al., 2013; Matuszyk and Torres-Verdín, 2014). 
- Eleven discrete frequencies from 4.5 kHz to 7 kHz (to estimate 𝑐11 and 𝑐13). 
Although I use discrete frequencies for the inversion, continuous frequencies can 
be used if the measurement is noisy to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. The sampling 
depth interval of well logs is 0.5 ft. Table 4.3 describes the inversion process. 
4.4 RESULTS 
I apply the inversion method to three synthetic examples logged with LWD 
instruments. Synthetic quadrupole, Stoneley, and P-wave slownesses are generated using 
two-dimensional finite-element (2DFE) and finite-difference (2DFD) numerical 
simulations. In Example 1, I use sequential inversion to estimate the stiffness coefficients 
of an intermediate homogeneous formation. Example 2 includes a thin layer within the 
homogeneous formation with the intent of showing how spatial averaging effects intrinsic 
to sonic logs can bias the estimated coefficients. Example 3 applies the method to a fast 
formation that includes a high degree of anisotropy, thin layers (thinner than the length of 






with the intent of examining the effects of spatial averaging of sonic logs and formation 
type on the estimated coefficients. Table 4.4 describes the synthetic examples and 
summarizes the parameters used for inversion (i.e., frequency, number of logging points, 
type of tool, and type of formation). 
4.4.1 Example 1 – Homogeneous Formation 
First, I consider the simple case of a homogeneous VTI formation logged with an 
LWD instrument to validate the inversion workflow followed in the estimation of 
stiffness coefficients (Step 2, Table 3). Figure 4.3 shows the frequency-dependent 
slownesses and the stiffness coefficients of the formation in black, of the initial guess in 
blue, and of the estimations in red. The difference between actual and inverted 
coefficients, 𝑒, varies between 0.03 GPa and 1.14 GPa (equivalent to 0.3% and 9% 
relative error); 𝑒 is largest for 𝑐13 because the quadrupole mode exhibits low sensitivity 
to this coefficient (see Figure 4.1). I conclude that the proposed method accurately 
estimates 𝑐11, 𝑐33, 𝑐44, and 𝑐66 in a homogeneous formation with noise-free 
measurements which are also devoid of spatial averaging effects, and that the estimation 
of 𝑐13 is biased because of low measurement sensitivity. 
4.4.2 Example 2 – Layered Formation 
The objective of this example is (1) to validate the inversion workflow to mitigate 
spatial averaging effects on well logs (Step 1) and (2) to show the effect of spatial 
averaging and measurement noise on the estimated coefficients. Therefore, I include a 
thin layer within the homogeneous formation of Example 1. The log interval is 3 m, 






borehole sonic logs in black and the true layer-by-layer slownesses with black dashed 
lines. Spatial averaging effects on synthetic borehole logs are mitigated by applying Step 
1 of the inversion method and calculating layer-by-layer slownesses (blue dashed lines). 
Error bars superimposing the logs were calculated by adding zero-mean Gaussian noise 
with 0.4 µs/ft standard deviation to the input logs (blue circles) and applying the 
inversion method several times with the same initial guess but different instances of 
noise. Error bars indicate the 95% confidence interval of inverted slownesses (Figure 
4.4). Each inversion (Step 1) converges in less than five iterations and is completed 
within a few seconds of CPU time. 
I use the value of the inverted frequency-dependent quadrupole, Stoneley, and 
compressional slownesses (blue dashed lines) of each layer, individually, to calculate 
stiffness coefficients using the method described in Table 4.3. Figure 4.5 shows the 
estimated 𝑐11, 𝑐13, 𝑐33, 𝑐44, and 𝑐66 with blue dashed lines while Table 4.4 summarizes 
the parameters used for inversion. 
The distribution of the error of the estimated stiffness coefficients shows a bias, 
caused by both the de-averaging process and the propagation of error on the stiffness 
coefficients during sequential inversion. The standard deviation of the error distribution 
of the stiffness coefficients, 𝜎𝑐𝑘, depends on the standard deviation of the measured 
slowness, 𝜎𝑠. As a first-order approximation, I can quantify the error, Δ𝑐𝑘, in estimating 
stiffness coefficient 𝑐𝑘 in terms of the errors, Δ𝑠(𝑓𝑖), of the estimated slowness 𝑠 at 











where 𝑆𝑘 is the sensitivity of mode slowness to 𝑐𝑘. Writing equation 4.16 in matrix form 
yields 
 
Δ𝐬 = 𝐒Δ𝐜. 4.17 
An error in Δ𝐬 can be propagated to an error in Δ𝐜 using the covariance matrix 
𝐜𝐨𝐯(Δ𝐜). The standard deviation of the stiffness coefficients are approximated from the 
diagonal elements of 𝐜𝐨𝐯(Δ𝐜), which is given by (Aster et al., 2005): 
 
𝐜𝐨𝐯(Δ𝐜) = (𝐒𝑡𝚺𝟐𝐒)−1, 4.18 
where 𝑆𝑖𝑗 = 𝑆𝑗(𝑓𝑖), 𝛴𝑖𝑗 = diag(1/𝜎𝑠(𝑓𝑖)), 𝜎𝑠(𝑓𝑖) is the standard deviation of the error of 
the inverted slowness at frequency 𝑓𝑖 (obtained from Step 1), and the superscript 𝑡 
denotes matrix transpose. The standard deviation, 𝜎𝑐𝑘, of the error of the estimated 





The columns ‘Data’ and ‘Coefficient to Estimate’ of Table 4.3 define 𝑠 and 𝑐𝑘, 
respectively, for every step of the sequential inversion. In Figure 4.5, error bars indicate 
the 95% confidence interval of estimated coefficients (equal to 3.92σck).  
Table 4.5 describes the relative bias and the maximum standard deviation of the error on 
the estimated coefficients. Larger error bars and misfits are observed for the estimations 
of 𝑐11 and 𝑐13 compared to 𝑐44 because the sensitivity of the quadrupole mode to 𝑐11 and 






4.4.3 Example 3 – Fast Heterogeneous Formation 
In this example, I show that (1) spatial averaging biases the estimated coefficients, 
(2) sequential inversion provides better estimates of stiffness coefficients than 
simultaneous inversion, and (3) de-averaging the well logs prior to inversion improves 
the estimation of coefficients.  
I construct a synthetic model with a degree of slowness anisotropy varying 
between 0.05% and 17%. Layer thicknesses are smaller than the length of the receiver 
array while the difference between the shear slowness of consecutive layers is on average 
22 µs/ft. The sampling interval is 0.5 ft, and the depth interval is 11 m (69 logging 
points). Because layers are thin and the slowness contrast between consecutive layers is 
large (up to 20%), sonic logs exhibit spatial averaging. I mitigate spatial averaging by 
applying Step 1 of the inversion-based method. Figure 4.6 shows the inverted frequency-
dependent slownesses in blue, while the error bars superimposing the logs are calculated 
by adding zero-mean Gaussian noise with 0.4 µs/ft standard deviation to the modeled 
logs and applying the inversion method several times with the same initial guess but 
different instances of noise. Results confirm that de-averaging the well logs improves the 
estimation of slowness in the vicinity of layer boundaries. I estimate the stiffness 
coefficients using sequential and simultaneous inversion and calculate the ratio of relative 
errors. Figure 4.7 shows the estimated stiffness coefficients (blue dashed lines) from the 
sequential inversion (Step 2), where error bars indicate the 95% confidence interval of the 
estimations.  
Table 4.5 summarizes the maximum relative bias and the standard deviation of 






sequential inversion (blue dashed lines) and the simultaneous (green dashed lines) 
inversion of coefficients 𝑐11, 𝑐13 and 𝑐44 obtained using 11 quadrupole logs at discrete 
frequencies between 4.5 kHz and 7 kHz while Table 4.6 summarizes the ratio of the 
relative errors. The average ratio is larger than 1 for 𝑐11 and 𝑐13 estimates. Therefore, the 
sequential inversion procedure improves the estimation of 𝑐11 and 𝑐13 compared to 
simultaneous inversion because the sensitivity of the quadrupole mode to 𝑐44  at 𝑓 > 4.5 
kHz is 2 to 4 times larger than the sensitivity to 𝑐11 and 𝑐13 (Figure 4.1). 
To show the impact of de-averaging well logs prior to inversion, I estimate the 
stiffness coefficients with and without de-averaging and calculate the ratio of relative 
errors. Figure 4.8 shows the estimated coefficients (red dots) obtained when I invert the 
slowness of the input well logs at the center of each layer. Table 4.7 summarizes the ratio 
of the relative errors and shows that the average value of the ratio is > 1. Therefore, de-
averaging well logs prior to inversion improves the estimation of coefficients to more 
accurately reproduce the actual elastic properties of formations. However, in this 
example, the ratio remains smaller than 1 for the estimation of 𝑐11 because of biasing 
introduced by the sequential inversion. 
4.5 DETECTING ANISOTROPY IN VERTICAL WELLS 
A conventional method used to detect anisotropy in rock formations logged with 
acoustic wireline tools is to compare the flexural slownesses measured with orthogonal 
dipoles; differences between flexural slowness measured with orthogonal dipoles can 
indicate the presence of elastic anisotropy. However, flexural slownesses measured at 
low frequencies with orthogonal dipoles are equal in VTI formations penetrated by 






I propose an alternative workflow to detect VTI anisotropy in layers penetrated by 
vertical wells. First, I calculate flexural logs assuming that the formation is isotropic; the 
parameters needed for that are rock density, 𝑐44 and 𝑐33 that I obtain from the density log, 
the low-frequency flexural log, and the compressional log, respectively. Next, I analyze 
the data residuals between calculated and measured flexural slownesses. A bias in data 
residuals will indicate that the formation is anisotropic. 
I apply the above workflow to the formation described in Example 2 logged with 
a wireline tool. A dipole source is used to acquire the flexural logs while a monopole 
source is used to acquire the compressional, and Stoneley logs. Figure 4.9 shows the 
input frequency-dependent sonic logs and the inverted layer-by-layer slownesses 
obtained from Step 1 of the inversion method. First, I assume that the formation is 
isotropic and estimate 𝑐44, and 𝑐33 from the low-frequency flexural and compressional 
slownesses, respectively; next, I forward model the flexural logs. Figure 4.10a compares 
the input flexural logs (synthetic logs) to the modeled flexural logs while Figure 4.10b 
shows the histogram of data residuals between input and modeled flexural logs. The 
histogram shows a biased distribution of data residuals, thereby indicating that the 
formation is not isotropic. Therefore, to reduce biases in data residuals, I perform the 
inversion assuming that the formation is VTI. I estimate the five stiffness coefficients 
using Step 2 of the inversion-based method. Figure 4.11a compares the input flexural logs 
to the flexural logs calculated from the inversion while Figure 4.11b shows the histogram 
of data residuals. The histogram approximates a Gaussian distribution centered at zero 
and has a 95% confidence interval of 1.46 µs/ft; it is therefore concluded that the 






shows the estimated stiffness coefficients obtained from Step 2 of the inversion method 
while Table 4.5 describes the maximum relative bias and the standard deviation of the 
error in the estimated coefficients. 
I conclude that the analysis of data residuals can be used to detect anisotropy in 
formations. However, it is remarked that in practice a biased distribution of data residuals 
could also indicate the presence of features not accounted for in the model such as 
orthorhombic anisotropy, dipping layers, washout, breakouts, or fractures, among others. 
4.6 UNCERTAINTY OF INVERTED COEFFICIENTS 
In the synthetic examples described above, I showed that the error in estimating 
𝑐11 and 𝑐13 is larger than the error in estimating 𝑐33, 𝑐44, and 𝑐66, for two main reasons: 
first, the sensitivity of the quadrupole/flexural modes to 𝑐11 and 𝑐13 is low (Figure 4.1); 
therefore, small errors in slowness (data) yield large errors in estimated 𝑐11 and 𝑐13 (I 
quantified this type of error by calculating the 95% confidence interval); second, because 
I use sequential inversion to estimate coefficients, the errors in the estimation of 𝑐44, 𝑐66, 
and 𝑐33 will propagate to and reduce the accuracy of estimated 𝑐11 and 𝑐13 (I quantified 
this type of error by calculating the relative bias between actual and inverted coefficients 
in Table 4.5). 
I use sequential and not simultaneous inversion to estimate stiffness coefficients 
because flexural/quadrupole slownesses exhibit low sensitivity to 𝑐11 and 𝑐13. Using 
simultaneous inversion introduces larger uncertainties on 𝑐11 and 𝑐13 especially in the 
presence of noisy slowness measurements. In the presence of noisy slowness 
measurements, rock physics conditions can be included in the inversion to constrain the 






δ ≥ −1/2(1 − 𝑐44/𝑐33 ) where ε, γ, and δ are Thomsen’s parameters (Thomsen, 1986; 
Berryman et al., 1999; Spikes, 2014; Yan et al., 2016). 
The method assumes that bed-boundary locations are known. Errors in the 
location of bed boundaries will induce errors in Step 1 of the inversion method. If the 
locations of bed boundaries are not known, beds can be positioned at the log sampling 
points. Because layer thicknesses (dictated by the log sampling points) are smaller than 
the FWHM of the axial sensitivity function, stabilization is required for inversion (i.e., 
𝛼 > 0) . However, inverted logs will approach the measured (data) logs; therefore, 
applying Step 2 is equivalent to applying the method on the measurements slowness data 
as I showed in Example 3.  Additional sources of errors unaccounted for in this chapter 
are the presence of near wellbore damage or washouts that impact the flexural and 
quadrupole modes at high frequencies. Furthermore, the method assumes that the density 
and velocity of the borehole fluid are known beforehand. Uncertainties in the velocity of 
the borehole fluid induce errors in the estimated 𝑐66 from the Stoneley log.  
Finally, the proposed inversion method is only applicable to slowness 
measurements acquired in vertical wells penetrating horizontal layers; it remains to be 
examined whether small layer dips could have a measurable impact on the estimated 
coefficients. The method can be applied to horizontally transversely isotropic formations 
provided that the formation is drilled with a horizontal well. 
4.7 ESTIMATING SHEAR SLOWNESSES FROM LOGS 
Calculating shear slownesses (or 𝑐44) from quadrupole logs is challenging 
because the low-frequency components of the quadrupole mode are smaller than the true 






quadrupole logs of Examples 2 and 3 where I superimpose the true layer shear 
slownesses in black. The low frequency quadrupole does not asymptote to shear slowness 
and cannot be used to reliably estimate 𝑐44. Therefore, I calculate shear slowness (𝑠𝑠𝑣) 
from 𝑠𝑠𝑣 = √𝜌/𝑐44 where 𝑐44 is estimated from Step 2 of the inversion method (see 
estimated 𝑐44 in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.7). Figure 4.13 shows the values of 𝑠𝑠𝑣 in red 
where the relative estimation error is within 3%. Therefore, the inversion-based method 
can be used to estimate layer-by-layer shear slownesses of formations from the low-
frequency quadrupole slowness. 
4.8 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
I showed that forward modeling and inversion of frequency-dependent borehole 
sonic logs measured with wireline and LWD tools could be used to calculate the stiffness 
coefficients of VTI layers. It was verified that the inversion-based interpretation method 
yields accurate estimations of 𝑐33, 𝑐44, and 𝑐66 in VTI formations while reducing spatial 
averaging effects on slowness logs. Inversion results exhibit larger uncertainties when 
estimating 𝑐11 and 𝑐13 because the sensitivity of sonic modes to these two coefficients is 
low. However, when measurements are noise-free and mitigated for spatial averaging 
effects, the inversion method yields reliable estimates for 𝑐11 and 𝑐13. 
To mitigate spatial averaging effects on sonic logs, I use the spatial averaging 
function (𝐹) to forward model sonic logs in a few seconds of CPU time. Additionally, the 
method estimates layer-by-layer shear slownesses from quadrupole logs and estimated 
stiffness coefficients are available across the entire depth interval of study. 














𝝆 (kg/m3) 1000 2500 2500 
𝒄𝟏𝟏 (GPa) 2.25 23.04 43.56 
𝒄𝟏𝟑 (GPa) 2.25 5.95 9.76 
𝒄𝟑𝟑 (GPa) 2.25 14.40 27.22 
𝒄𝟒𝟒 (GPa) 0 4.90 10.0 
𝒄𝟔𝟔 (GPa) 0 6.86 14.0 
 
Table 4.2: Geometric properties assumed for the LWD and wireline instruments. 
 LWD Wireline 
Number of receivers 12 8 
Inter-receiver spacing (m) 0.1017 0.1524 

















𝑐𝑖𝑗𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙   




N/A 𝑐33𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙  






Stoneley log at 
low frequency 
𝑐33𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 = 𝑐33𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙, 
𝑐11𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 = 𝑐33𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙, 
𝑐44𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 = quadrupole/flexural 
log at low frequency, 
𝑐66𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 = 𝑐44𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙, 
𝑐13𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 = 𝑐33𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 − 2𝑐44𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙. 
𝑐66𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙  










𝑐33𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 = 𝑐33𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙, 
𝑐66𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 = 𝑐66𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙, 
𝑐44𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 = quadrupole/flexural 
log at low frequency, 






















𝑐33𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 = 𝑐33𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙, 
𝑐66𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 = 𝑐66𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙, 
𝑐44𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 = 𝑐44𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙, 


















Table 4.4: Parameters used during inversion in the synthetic examples examined in this 
chapter. 



















Example 1 LWD Intermediate 1  kHz 3.5  kHz 4.5 kHz to 7 kHz N/A 
Example 2 LWD Intermediate 1  kHz 3.5  kHz 4.5 kHz to 7 kHz 21 
Example 3 LWD Fast 1.5  kHz 4.5  kHz 4.5 kHz to 7 kHz 69 
Example 4 Wireline Intermediate 1  kHz 3  kHz 4.5 kHz to 7 kHz 21 
 
Table 4.5: Relative bias and standard deviation of the error for the estimated stiffness 
coefficients in the synthetic examples examined in this chapter. 
 Maximum relative 
bias for the 
estimated 𝒄𝟑𝟑, 𝒄𝟒𝟒, 
and 𝒄𝟔𝟔  
Maximum relative 
bias for the 
estimated 𝒄𝟏𝟏 and 
𝒄𝟏𝟑 
Maximum standard 
deviation of the error 
of estimated stiffness 
coefficients: 𝝈𝒄𝒊𝒋 
Example 2 1.6% 15.9% 1.43 GPa 
Example 3 6.75% 17.3% 3.86 GPa 








Table 4.6: Ratio of relative error (norm). Stiffness coefficients are estimated with 
simultaneous and sequential inversions when calculating the ratio of relative 
error. 
 Ratio of relative error of 
estimated 𝒄𝟏𝟏 and 𝒄𝟏𝟑 
 𝒄𝟏𝟏 𝒄𝟏𝟑 
Layer 1 0.96 1.11 
Layer 2 3.87 2.87 
Layer 3 1.25 0.70 
Layer 4 1.86 2.60 
Layer 5 3.00 > 100 
Layer 6 1.29 1.83 
Layer 7 1.82 1.32 
Layer 8 0.95 1.06 
Layer 9 2.55 4.75 
Layer 10 1.42 2.74 








Table 4.7: Ratio of relative error (norm). Stiffness coefficients are estimated without 
and with de-averaging of well logs when calculating the ratio of relative 
error. 
 Ratio of relative error of estimated 𝒄𝒊𝒋 
 𝒄𝟏𝟏 𝒄𝟏𝟑 𝒄𝟑𝟑 𝒄𝟒𝟒 𝒄𝟔𝟔 
Layer 1 0.04 1.54 1.29 1.06 7.39 
Layer 2 0.96 1.90 11.45 3.20 0.59 
Layer 3 0.47 1.12 9.37 3.73 2.74 
Layer 4 0.74 1.12 43.27 1.51 30.19 
Layer 5 0.31 > 100 9.91 2.64 14.21 
Layer 6 0.47 1.53 8.22 0.63 66.08 
Layer 7 0.09 0.95 4.88 4.39 0.57 
Layer 8 2.94 1.46 9.15 2.04 7.82 
Layer 9 2.29 0.77 2.73 0.97 1.03 
Layer 10 0.34 2.35 38.53 0.70 22.29 








Figure 4.1: Normalized frequency-dependent sensitivity of the quadrupole mode to 𝑐11, 









Figure 4.2: Normalized frequency-dependent sensitivity of the flexural mode to 𝑐11, 𝑐13, 








Figure 4.3: (a) Comparison of quadrupole, compressional, and Stoneley slownesses of a 
homogeneous formation (black) to inverted slownesses (red) obtained from 
the inversion (Step 2) method. Slownesses used to initialize the inversion are 
shown in blue. (b) Actual, initial, and inverted stiffness coefficients are 
shown in black, blue, and red, respectively. The error, 𝑒, between actual and 







Figure 4.4: Comparison of input logs (black continuous lines) to modeled logs (blue 
circles) of the (a) compressional, (b) Stoneley at 1 kHz, and (c) quadrupole 
modes at 4 kHz, 5 kHz, 6 kHz, and 7 kHz (from right to left) for the VTI 
formation of Example 2 logged with an LWD instrument. Black dashed 
lines identify the actual slownesses of layers while blue dashed lines identify 
the slownesses obtained from Step 1 of the inversion method. Error bars 








Figure 4.5: Comparison of actual rock stiffness coefficients (black) to inverted 
coefficients (blue) obtained with the inversion (Step 2) method applied to 
slowness data mitigated for spatial averaging effects (Figure 4.4). Error bars 









Figure 4.6: Comparison of input logs (black continuous lines) to modeled logs (blue 
circles) of the (a) compressional, (b) Stoneley at 1.5 kHz, and (c) quadrupole 
modes at 4.5 kHz, 5 kHz, 6 kHz, and 7 kHz (from right to left) for the VTI 
formation of Example 3 logged with an LWD instrument. Black dashed 
lines identify the actual slownesses of layers while blue dashed lines identify 
the slownesses obtained from Step 1 of the inversion method. Error bars 








Figure 4.7: Comparison of actual rock stiffness coefficients (black) to inverted 
coefficients (blue) obtained from the inversion (Step 2) method applied to 
slowness data mitigated for spatial averaging effects (Figure 4.6). Error bars 








Figure 4.8: Comparison of actual rock stiffness coefficients (black) to inverted 
coefficients from the sequential (blue) and simultaneous (green) inversion. 









Figure 4.9: Comparison of input logs (black continuous lines) to modeled logs (blue 
circles) of the (a) compressional, (b) Stoneley at 1 kHz, and (c) flexural 
modes at 3 kHz, 4 kHz, 5 kHz, 6 kHz, and 7 kHz (from right to left) for the 
VTI formation logged with a wireline tool. Black dashed lines identify the 
actual slownesses of layers while blue dashed lines identify the slownesses 
obtained from Step 1 of the inversion method. Error bars superimposed to 







Figure 4.10: (a) Flexural logs at 3 kHz to 7 kHz measured with a wireline tool in the VTI 
formation (continuous lines) and modeled assuming that the formation is 
isotropic (circles). The actual vertical shear slownesses of layers are shown 
with black dashed lines. (b) Data residuals between input (continuous lines) 







Figure 4.11: (a) Flexural logs at 3 kHz to 7 kHz measured with a wireline tool in the VTI 
formation (continuous lines) and modeled assuming that the formation is 
VTI (circles). The actual vertical shear slownesses of layers are shown with 
black dashed lines. (b) Data residuals between input (continuous lines) and 







Figure 4.12: Comparison of actual rock stiffness coefficients (black) to coefficients 
(blue) obtained by applying the inversion (Step 2) method on the slowness 
data mitigated for spatial averaging effects (Figure 4.9). Error bars 









Figure 4.13: (a) Comparison of quadrupole logs of the formation of Example 2 to the 
actual (black) and estimated (red) shear slownesses of layers. (b) 
Comparison of quadrupole logs of the formation of Example 3 to the actual 






Chapter 5: Fast-Forward Modeling of Borehole Sonic Dipole Modes in 
Isotropic and Transversely Isotropic Formations Penetrated by 
High-Angle Wells 
In this chapter, I extend the rapid-modeling method to calculate flexural 
slownesses in rock formations penetrated by high-angle wells using 3D frequency-
domain sensitivity functions. I calculate flexural logs acquired with cross dipoles in 
synthetic isotropic and VTI formations. Calculated flexural logs are compared to those 
simulated with a 3D-TDFD numerical simulations method. All 3D-TDFD simulations are 
run at the Texas Advanced Computer Center (TACC) in the Lonestar5 cluster, which 
hosts 1252 compute nodes. Each node in Lonestar5 is an Intel Xeon E5-2650 at 2.30 
GHz, with 128 GB of RAM and with 10 cores per socket. All PC simulations are run on 
an office desktop computer with an Intel core i7 5820K at 3.30 GHz with 64 GB of RAM 
and 6 cores. 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
Undulating wells are routinely drilled to improve reservoir exposure across 
hydrocarbon-bearing zones. Knowing the mechanical properties of the formation is 
therefore essential for geosteering applications. Although conventional acoustic-log 
interpretation methods are reliable in vertical wells, they often yield inaccurate results 
when applied to HA/HZ wells. In HA/HZ wells, for example, sonic logs are affected by 
non-symmetric spatial averaging around the borehole (Mallan et al., 2011), giving rise to 
biased estimations of elastic properties. In isotropic formations, spatial averaging effects 
induce differences between flexural slownesses measured with cross dipoles which can 






exhibit mode interference because acoustic waves are reflected at the boundaries of 
dipping layers, thereby biasing the estimation of layer shear slowness (Ellis and Singer, 
2007). Furthermore, in VTI formations penetrated by a well that is not aligned with the 
symmetry axis, slownesses measured with cross dipoles at low frequency are affected by 
formation dip. Therefore, low-frequency flexural modes cannot be used to directly 
estimate layer shear slownesses. 
Conventional methods to quantify and interpret sonic dipole measurements in 
formations penetrated by HA/HZ wells use 3D finite-difference or finite-element 
numerical simulations (Wang et al., 2002; Zheng et al., 2004; Byun and Toksöz, 2006). 
However, 3D numerical methods are CPU time and memory demanding. I develop a fast-
forward modeling method to efficiently calculate flexural modes using linear spatial 
sensitivity functions in formations penetrated by high-angle wells. Spatial sensitivity 
functions are obtained from first-order linear perturbation theory and quantify variations 
of phase slowness measured by the sonic tool caused by local spatial perturbations of 
elastic properties. 
Fast-forward modeling was previously introduced to accurately interpret sonic 
logs acquired in 1D (i.e., homogeneous formations) and 2D media (i.e., heterogeneous 
formations with horizontal layers) penetrated by vertical wells (Burridge and Sinha, 
1996; Sinha et al., 2006b; Mallan et al., 2009). For example, Huang et al. (2015) 
constructed 2D axial-radial sensitivity functions to efficiently forward model flexural 
slownesses of 2D invaded-bedded formations penetrated by vertical wells. They showed 
that axial-radial sensitivities were accurately obtained from the product of 1D axial and 






In this chapter, I apply forward modeling using 3D spatial sensitivity functions to 
calculate borehole flexural slownesses in high-angle wells. Spatial sensitivity functions of 
flexural modes are efficiently calculated from the product of 1D axial, radial, and 
azimuthal sensitivity functions. The 3D forward model is the superposition of a reference 
background slowness (calculated in a homogeneous isotropic formation) and the 
convolution of a 3D spatial sensitivity function with layer-by-layer models of elastic 
properties. 
The fast-forward modeling method is applied to synthetic examples to calculate 
dipole flexural slownesses of dipping isotropic and VTI formations with varying elastic 
properties. Modeled logs calculated with the 3D sensitivities are compared to actual logs 
obtained with a 3D-TDFD numerical simulation described and validated by Mallan et al. 
(2011), Ma et al. (2013), and Wang et al. (2017). In the remainder of this chapter, I refer 
to the flexural slownesses obtained from 3D-TDFD numerical simulations as actual logs, 
and to the flexural slownesses obtained using 3D spatial sensitivity functions as modeled 
logs. Sonic logs simulated with 3D sensitivity functions agree well with those obtained 
with 3D-TDFD simulations, with relative differences below 3%. Modeled sonic logs 
depend on the choice of a reference background; increasing the number of reference 
backgrounds, in general, improves flexural slowness estimations. Larger errors are 
observed for the low-frequency component of the flexural mode because (1) flexural logs 
are affected by the relatively low amplitude of the acoustic source pulse at low 
frequencies, (2) mode interference and reflection are more severe at low frequencies 
(Huang et al., 2013), and (3) limitations of the proposed forward modeling method. I 






anisotropy: (1) apparent (geometric) anisotropy when layers are thin, and the contrast of 
elastic properties between consecutive layers is large, and (2) effective anisotropy when 
layers are TI. 
Three-dimensional spatial sensitivity functions are used to efficiently calculate 
slownesses of borehole guided waves, reducing CPU simulation time by at least two 
orders of magnitude compared to 3D-TDFD simulations. However, forward modeling 
using spatial sensitivity functions are not used to calculate P- and S-wave slownesses 
because bed boundaries strongly influence the propagation of P and S waves in HA/HZ 
wells (Wang et al., 2017). Alternative rapid modeling algorithms based on real-axis 
integration methods exist to calculate first-arrival compressional modes in HA/HZ wells 
(Huang and Torres-Verdín, 2017). Furthermore, the spectral method and the 
semianalytical finite-element method can be invoked to simulate borehole acoustic modes 
in formations with arbitrary anisotropy and spatial heterogeneities (Zharnikov et al., 
2013). The latter techniques, however, are not discussed in this dissertation. 
5.2 FORWARD MODELING FLEXURAL MODES 
Three-dimensional frequency-domain spatial sensitivity functions quantify the 
variation of phase slowness of a borehole-guided wave caused by local changes of rock 
elastic properties in the radial (i.e., orthogonal to the borehole axis), axial (i.e., aligned 
with the borehole axis), and azimuthal directions. Using first-order approximation, the 
normalized (per unit volume) three-dimensional sensitivity functions 𝐺3𝐷𝑘
{𝑙}
 of an acoustic 
mode {𝑙} to a change in elastic property 𝑝0𝑘 at volume element Δ𝑉(𝑟, 𝑧, 𝜑) = 𝑟∆𝑟∆𝑧∆𝜑 








{𝑙} (𝑟, 𝑧, 𝜑, 𝐩𝟎, 𝑓) =
𝑠{𝑙}(𝑟, 𝑧, 𝜑, 𝐩, 𝑓) − 𝑠{𝑙}(𝑟, 𝑧, 𝜑, 𝐩𝟎, 𝑓)
(𝑝𝑘 − 𝑝0𝑘)𝑟∆𝑟∆𝑧∆𝜑
, 5.1 
where 𝑠{𝑙}(𝑟, 𝑧, 𝜑, 𝐩𝟎, 𝑓) is the slowness of a homogeneous reference background whose 
elastic properties are given by the vector 𝐩𝟎 = [𝑠𝑠, 𝑠𝑝, 𝜌], where 𝑠𝑠 is shear slowness, 𝑠𝑝 
is compressional slowness, and 𝜌 is density; 𝑠{𝑙}(𝑟, 𝑧, 𝜑, 𝐩, 𝑓) is slowness of the 
formation at frequency 𝑓 measured by the acoustic tool where a volume 𝑟∆𝑟∆𝑧∆𝜑 with 
elastic properties 𝐩 is inserted and centered at position (𝑟, 𝑧, 𝜑) in the presence of a 
reference homogeneous formation. Figure 5.1 shows the cylindrical system of 
coordinates assumed in this chapter. 
Calculating 𝐺3𝐷𝑘
{𝑙}
 from equation 5.1 requires CPU-intensive 3D numerical 
simulations. A single run of the 3D-TDFD on a Lonestar5 core takes approximately 30 
CPU minutes. Because the typical grid dimensions used to calculate 𝐺3𝐷𝑘
{𝑙}
 via 3D-TDFD 
simulations are 500 × 500 × 99 in the 𝑥, 𝑦, and 𝑧 directions (of a Cartesian coordinate 
system), respectively, it would require more than 400 CPU days to calculate a full 3D 
sensitivity function with Lonestar5’s 1,252 cores by sequentially perturbing each 
volumetric element in the grid. By comparison, the computation of 2D axial-radial 
sensitivity functions of the flexural mode for a single frequency and a grid size of 
250 × 99  in the radial and axial directions (of a cylindrical coordinate system), 
respectively, using an hp-adaptive 2D finite-element method (Matuszyk et al., 2013), 
requires approximately 17 CPU days on a desktop PC. 
Alternatively, Huang et al. (2015) showed that the axial-radial sensitivity 
functions could be approximated using the product of 1D axial and radial sensitivities; 
they used the approximated axial-radial sensitivities to forward model sonic logs across 






of spatial sensitivity functions in three dimensions by approximating 𝐺3𝐷𝑘
{𝑙} (𝑟, 𝑧, 𝜑, 𝐩𝟎, 𝑓) 
with the product of radial 𝑅𝑘
{𝑙}




 and 𝐹(𝑧) 
are defined in Chapter 2. The normalized azimuthal sensitivity depends on the acoustic 











for dipole X 
5.2 
for dipole Y 
where 𝜑 ∈ [0, 2𝜋] is the cylindrical azimuthal angle. The normalized (per unit volume) 
3D sensitivity function becomes 
 
𝐺3𝐷𝑘








where Δ𝑟 is the thickness of the cylindrical shell of radius 𝑟 used to calculate 𝑅𝑘
{𝑙}
 and is 
equal to 10−3 m, while Δ𝑧 is the thickness in the axial direction used to calculate 𝐹 and is 
equal to 0.0185 m. Therefore, the 3D spatial sensitivity function associated with the 
flexural acoustic mode is constructed using a cylindrical system of coordinates for 
frequencies between 2 kHz and 7 kHz.  
The average slowness ?̅?{𝑙}(𝑑, 𝑓) measured at depth 𝑑 by the sonic tool of a 
borehole mode {𝑙} at frequency 𝑓 is given by 
 
?̅?{𝑙}(𝑑, 𝑓) = 𝑠{𝑙}(𝐩𝟎, 𝑑, 𝑓) +∑∑[𝑝𝑘(𝑟, 𝑧, 𝜑) − 𝑝0𝑘(𝑑)]𝐺3𝐷𝑘
{𝑙} (𝑟, 𝑧, 𝜑, 𝐩𝟎, 𝑓) ∆𝑉
𝑟,𝑧,𝜑𝑘
, 5.4 
where {𝑙} denotes the flexural mode, 𝑠{𝑙}(𝐩𝟎, 𝑑, 𝑓) is the slowness at frequency 𝑓 of the 






shear slowness, 𝑠𝑝 is compressional slowness, and 𝜌 is density; 𝑝𝑘 is the 𝑘-th elastic 
property of the formation at position (𝑟, 𝑧, 𝜑) and 𝑝0𝑘 must be chosen close to the average 
value of elastic property 𝑝𝑘 in the vicinity of depth 𝑑; ∆𝑉 = 𝑟∆𝑟∆𝑧∆𝜑 where ∆𝑧 and ∆𝑟 
are thicknesses in the axial and radial directions, and ∆𝜑 is the differential azimuthal 
angle used to construct 𝐺3𝐷𝑘
{𝑙}
 and is equal to 1 degree.  
The spatial sensitivity function implemented with the synthetic examples 
considered in this chapter was constructed with 98 grid points in the radial direction, 99 
in the axial direction, and 180 in the azimuthal direction, for a total 1.75 × 106 grid 
points; the same grid is implemented for all frequencies. The radial sensitivity function is 
more densely sampled in the vicinity of the borehole where the sensitivity value is 
greatest (see Figure 2.12 and Figure 2.13 in Chapter 2). To validate the choice of 
discretization, I verified that using a finer grid did not modify the forward modeled 
flexural logs for a wide range of background formation properties. 
The shear slowness of the reference background is determined from the low-
frequency flexural slowness. Compressional slowness and density are assumed known 
and can be obtained from compressional and density logs. It is remarked, however, that 
the sensitivity (integral of the spatial sensitivity over the 3D space) of the flexural mode 
to compressional slowness and density is at least one order of magnitude smaller than the 
sensitivity to shear slowness; thus, their contribution to the calculation of ?̅?{𝑙}(𝑑, 𝑓) is 
negligible. Forward-modeled flexural logs are obtained in only a few CPU seconds when 
libraries of pre-computed 3D spatial sensitivity functions are available for different 







Equation 5.4 is valid for isotropic formations, where group and phase velocities 
are equal. In VTI formations, however, Hornby et al. (2003) emphasized that the low-
frequency components  of wave modes excited by dipole tools measure group velocities. 
Therefore, before applying equation 5.4, VTI layers are modeled as isotropic layers 
described by an apparent shear slowness (𝑠𝑠
𝑎) obtained from the wave’s group velocity. 
Group velocities are derived from phase velocities following the procedure described by 
Miller et al. (2012). The theoretical formulae of 𝑣𝑞𝑆𝑉 and 𝑣𝑆𝐻  polarized S-wave phase 
velocities, and quasi-compressional wave velocity 𝑣𝑞𝑃 in a TI medium are expressed in 
































𝑀 = [(𝑐11 − 𝑐44)sin
2(𝜗𝑃) − (𝑐33 − 𝑐44)cos
2(𝜗𝑃)]
2 
            +(𝑐13 + 𝑐44)
2sin2(2𝜗𝑃), 
5.8 
where 𝜗𝑃 is the phase angle between the wavefront normal and the symmetry axis of the 
VTI medium, 𝜌 is density, and 𝑐𝑖𝑗 are the stiffness coefficients. The group velocity is 















where the group angle 𝜗𝐺  is the angle between the group velocity vector and the 
symmetry axis of the VTI medium and is given by 
 







Therefore, the group velocity as function of group angle 𝑣𝑔 becomes 
 
𝑣𝑔(𝜗𝐺) = 𝑣𝐺(𝜗𝑃), 5.11 
where 𝜗𝐺  is obtained from equation 5.10 and 𝑣𝐺(𝜗𝑃) is obtained from equation 5.9. Thus, 
the apparent shear slowness is expressed as 
 
𝑠𝑠
𝑎 = 1 𝑣𝑔𝑞𝑆𝑉⁄ , for an X-oriented dipole source 5.12 
𝑠𝑠
𝑎 = 1 𝑣𝑔𝑆𝐻⁄ , for a Y-oriented dipole source 5.13 
where 𝑣𝑔𝑞𝑆𝑉 is the vertically polarized shear velocity, and 𝑣𝑔𝑆𝐻  is the horizontally 
polarized shear velocity. 
I validate the proposed forward model by comparing modeled slownesses 
obtained from equation 5.4 to actual slownesses obtained from 3D-TDFD numerical 
simulations. For self-consistency, I calculate s{𝑙}(𝐩𝟎, 𝑑, 𝑓) using the 3D-TDFD code; 






associated with processing bias or numerical errors (see ‘Simulation method’ in Mallan et 
al., 2011). 
The grid step size in the 𝑥, 𝑦, and 𝑧 direction, and the time step Δ𝑡 chosen for the 
3D-TDFD simulations satisfy (Stephen et al., 1985; Liu et al., 1996) 
 










where 𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛 and 𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 are the minimum and maximum wave velocities, respectively, and 
𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the dominant frequency in the source spectrum. In the examples examined in this 
chapter, 𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥= 3 kHz, 0.6 cm ≤  Δ𝑥, Δ𝑦, Δ𝑧 ≤  0.8 cm, and 1.5 µs  ≤ Δ𝑡 ≤  2 µs. 
5.3 MODELING APPLICATIONS IN HIGH-ANGLE WELLS 
The forward modeling method is applied to simulate flexural slownesses of 
synthetic layered formations. Results are compared to flexural slownesses obtained by 
processing time-domain waveforms of 3D-TDFD simulations using a matrix-pencil 
algorithm. In Example 1, I apply the method to an isotropic formation with a thin layer 
logged at 70 degrees to show that the input to the forward model in isotropic layers is the 
vertical shear slownesses of layers (equal to the horizontal shear slownesses). In Example 
2, I apply the method to an isotropic formation with seven layers, which are thinner than 
the length of the receiver array, and logged at 75 degrees to show that the forward 
modeling method can reproduce spatial averaging effects on flexural logs. Next, in 
Example 3, I apply the method to a VTI formation with two semi-infinite layers logged at 






measure group slownesses, hence group slownesses (that depend on dip) are the inputs to 
the forward model. Finally, in Example 4, I apply the method to an isotropic formation 
with large contrast between the shear slownesses of adjacent layers (> 20%) to show that 
spatial averaging effects induce differences between slownesses measured with 
orthogonal dipoles (apparent anisotropy). 
I showed in equation 5.4 that a reference homogeneous background is required to 
forward model flexural logs using spatial sensitivity functions. To determine the 
reference background, I first partition the actual flexural log so that in a given interval the 
relative variation of slowness between any two points of the log is between ±10%. Two 
methods can then be used to determine the reference background invoked within each 
depth interval. If a library of pre-computed spatial sensitivity functions for different 
reference backgrounds is available, I choose the background (and its corresponding 
sensitivity function) that has a shear slowness closest to the average value of the low-
frequency flexural slownesses (~ 2 kHz) within a given depth interval. Otherwise, I 
calculate the average of the low-frequency flexural slowness within a given depth interval 
and use this value, along with the compressional slowness and density, to define the 
background medium (and compute the corresponding spatial sensitivity function). 
Each example is identified with the following name: Type+NL+L+dip, where 
Type = ISO, if the formation is isotropic, or Type = VTI, if the formation is VTI; NL = 
number of layers; L denotes layers; and dip = angle between the normal of layers and the 
borehole axis. For instance, an isotropic formation with 3 layers (horizontal layers) 






In all examples, the sampling interval of logs is 0.6096 m (to minimize 
computational time and memory in 3D-TDFD simulations). A wireline tool with 
homogeneous elastic properties is assumed for modeling the spatial complexity and 
variability of material properties of actual acoustic tools (Su et al., 2011); it consists of a 
heavy fluid column as suggested by Sinha et al. (2006a) and Wang et al. (2017) with 
density 3110 kg/m
3
 and compressional velocity 1800 m/s. The logging tool is placed at 
the center of the borehole of radius 0.11 m, fluid density 1000 kg/m
3
, and compressional 
velocity 1500 m/s. Table 5.1 describes the geometrical and material properties of the 
wireline tool assumed in the numerical simulations described below. 
5.3.1 Synthetic Example 1 – Isotropic Formation (ISO3L70) 
First, I consider the case of an isotropic formation that includes a thin layer of 3 ft 
and logged at an angle of 70 degrees to show that in isotropic formations the elastic 
properties that are an input to the forward model are obtained from the actual layer shear 
slownesses (without angle correction). Table 5.2 shows the assumed layer properties 
while Figure 5.2 compares the actual flexural logs (continuous lines) obtained from 3D-
TDFD to the modeled logs (circles) at discrete frequencies from 2 kHz to 7 kHz. Because 
the mid-layer is thinner than the length of the receiver array (6 ft) and dip is 70 degrees, 
flexural slownesses are averaged over a measured depth of approximately 6 m. Black 
dashed lines identify the flexural slowness of the reference backgrounds used to forward 
model the logs. The log is partitioned into three depth intervals; within each interval, the 
difference between the background flexural slowness (black dashed lines) and the actual 
slowness (continuous lines) is below 5%. Starting from a reference-background log 






slownesses (circles) with a relative error of standard deviation below 1% for 30 logging 
points and for all frequencies. Figure 5.3 shows that low frequency (1.25 kHz) flexural 
slownesses measured with orthogonal dipoles are different from the exact shear 
slownesses (black dashed lines) in the vicinity of bed boundaries because of spatial 
averaging effects. Furthermore, spatial averaging effects induce differences in orthogonal 
dipole logs, giving rise to apparent (geometric) anisotropy. To locate bed boundaries 
(black dashed lines in Figure 5.3), I assume that the receiver array is within a given layer 
when the center of the receiver array at the borehole axis is within that layer. 
5.3.2 Synthetic Example 2 – Multi-Layer Formation (ISO7L75) 
The objective of this example is to show that 3D spatial sensitivity functions can 
reproduce the averaging effects observed in an isotropic formation when layer 
thicknesses are smaller than the length of the receiver array. For that purpose, I consider a 
seven-layer isotropic formation logged at 75 degrees with layer thicknesses smaller than 
the length of the receiver array (1.8 m) varying from 0.47 m to 0.82 m. 
Table 5.3 summarizes the assumed formation properties while Figure 5.4 shows 
the actual flexural logs (continuous lines) and the modeled logs (circles) that agree with a 
relative error of standard deviation below 1% for 50 logging depth points and for all 
frequencies. Black dashed lines identify the flexural slownesses of the five reference 
background used to forward model the flexural logs. At every depth point, the difference 
between the background flexural slowness (black dashed lines) and the actual slowness 
(continuous lines) is below 5%. In this example, the same five backgrounds are used to 
model flexural slownesses obtained with dipole X and dipole Y sources. Figure 5.5 






to the exact layer shear slownesses (black dashed lines). The difference between the 
flexural logs and exact shear slownesses is more significant in the vicinity of layer 
boundaries because of spatial averaging effects and equals 5 µs/ft at measured depth -4.5 
m.  
Total CPU simulation time on a desktop PC required to calculate the modeled 
logs is under 3 minutes, compared to 15 hours using the 3D-TDFD in Lonestar5. 
Therefore, forward modeling of logs using spatial sensitivity functions is efficient to 
quantify spatial averaging effects on flexural logs across thinly-bedded formations. 
5.3.3 Synthetic Example 3 – VTI Formation (VTI2L40 and VTI2L80)  
In this example, I apply the fast-modeling method to a VTI formation to show that 
the input to the forward model for VTI layers is the apparent shear slowness 𝑠𝑠
𝑎 (which 
depends on dip).   
I consider a formation with two VTI layers logged at 40 and 80 degrees. Table 5.4 
shows the assumed formation properties where the vertical shear slownesses of layers 1 
and 2 are 110 µs/ft and 132 µs/ft, respectively. The formation is logged at 40 degrees 
from Layer 1 to Layer 2 and 80 degrees from Layer 2 to Layer 1. Figure 5.6 and Figure 
5.7 compare the actual logs (continuous lines), the modeled logs (circles), and the 
flexural slownesses of the reference backgrounds (black dashed lines) at 2 kHz, measured 
at 40 degrees and 80 degrees, respectively. At each log point, the difference between the 
background flexural slowness (black dashed lines) and the actual slowness (continuous 
lines) is below 10%. A total of 5 different backgrounds (black dashed lines in Figure 5.6 






error between the modeled logs and actual logs has a standard deviation below 3% for 30 
logging points. 
Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9 compare flexural logs to apparent layer shear 
slownesses (𝑠𝑠
𝑎) (dashed lines) and to vertical and horizontal layer shear slownesses 
(triangles) for the formations penetrated by a well at 40 and 80 degrees, respectively; 
flexural logs at 2 kHz are equal to apparent shear slownesses (given by equations 5.12 
and 5.13). In the vicinity of the layer boundary (measured depth 4 m), the difference 
between apparent shear slowness (𝑠𝑠
𝑎) and the flexural slowness at 2 kHz is 
approximately 10 µs/ft. In this example, differences in slownesses obtained from 
orthogonal dipoles are due to effective rather geometrical (apparent) anisotropy because 
layers are semi-infinite. 
5.3.4 Synthetic Example 4 – Apparent Anisotropy (ISO4L75) 
In Synthetic Examples 1 and 2 (ISO3L70 and ISO7L75), I showed that isotropic 
formations with thin layers exhibit apparent anisotropy. To better illustrate the concept of 
apparent anisotropy, I consider an isotropic formation with two thin layers of 1.5 ft and 2 
ft logged at 75 degrees where the slowness contrast between adjacent layers is larger than 
20%. Table 5.5 describes the assumed formation properties while Figure 5.10 compares 
the actual logs (continuous lines), the modeled logs (circles), and the flexural slownesses 
of the reference backgrounds (black dashed lines). In this example, the flexural slowness 
is calculated at frequencies above 4 kHz to show the effects of spatial averaging on logs 
without biasing caused by mode interference. Modeled logs agree with actual logs with a 
relative difference below 2% for 20 logging points. Figure 5.11 shows that orthogonal 






falsely interpreted as effective anisotropy. Furthermore, slownesses obtained with a 
dipole-X source exhibit higher degree of averaging (over the measured depth) compared 
to dipole-Y slownesses because of the azimuthal asymmetry around the borehole (see 
Figure 5.1, the plane of symmetry lies along the X direction). Wang et al. (2017) showed 
that one method to reduce spatial averaging effects is to implement selective azimuthal 
processing of receivers. I illustrate the latter interpretation strategy by comparing the 
flexural slowness at 4 kHz measured with dipole X receivers to slownesses calculated 
using equation 5.4 with receivers located along +X and –X directions. Figure 5.12 shows 
that ‘azimuthally’ processed slownesses exhibit reduced spatial averaging effects. The 
flexural slowness logs at 4 kHz are different from the shear slownesses of layers (black 
dashed lines in Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12) because, for this formation, the cutoff 
frequency is approximately 2 kHz. Another method to reduce apparent dipole anisotropy 
and enhance the spatial resolution of logs consists of using selective processing of 
receivers (along the tool mandrel) similarly to previous work reported by Hsu and Chang 
(1987) in vertical wells. In practice, however, obtaining accurate slownesses via selective 
and azimuthal processing of receivers requires an extended receiver array to enhance 
processing resolution and increase the signal-to-noise ratio. 
5.4 EFFECT OF NUMBER OF BACKGROUNDS 
I quantify the effect of number of backgrounds on the modeled logs by calculating 
the flexural logs of the formation described in Synthetic Example 2 (ISO7L75) using 
different backgrounds. The log is partitioned into intervals of equal measured depth, with 
the number of intervals varying from 1 to 50. Along each depth interval, I invoke a 






frequency flexural slowness. Figure 5.13 compares the root-mean-square (RMS) 
difference of actual flexural logs with respect to model logs obtained with 1 to 50 
different backgrounds. It is found that that the error decreases when the number of 
backgrounds increases. The effect of the number of backgrounds on modeled slowness is 
more pronounced at low frequencies because low-frequency slowness asymptotes to 
formation shear slowness (which can vary significantly across adjacent layers) while 
higher frequency slowness asymptotes to the borehole fluid slowness. 
5.5 LIMITATIONS OF THE METHOD 
Wang et al. (2017) studied wave propagation of the flexural mode and the P- and 
S-wave modes in formations penetrated by high-angle wells. They show that bed 
boundaries do not influence the propagation of flexural waves, but they strongly 
influence the propagation of P and S waves. Hence, the 3D spatial sensitivity function 
method cannot be used to estimate compressional and shear logs acquired in high-angle 
wells with a monopole source because P- and S-waves are not borehole guided waves in 
HA/HZ wells. The 3D linear spatial sensitivity function method could be extended to the 
case of borehole-guided Stoneley and quadrupole modes in isotropic formations. To 
model low-frequency Stoneley modes in TI formations using spatial sensitivity functions, 
the input to the fast simulation method would be a dip-dependent apparent/equivalent 
shear-wave velocity (Chi and Tang, 2003). 
Furthermore, the forward-modeling method does not consider anisotropy in the 
calculation of spatial sensitivity function; anisotropic layers must be converted to 
equivalent-isotropic layers with group velocities that depend on dip. Zharnikov et al. 






equivalent-isotropic model is not reliable to accurately simulate flexural dispersion 
curves; higher-order approximations need to be considered for that purpose. 
Larger differences are observed between flexural logs obtained with spatial 
sensitivity functions and those obtained from 3D-TDFD methods at low frequencies 
(below 4 kHz) because flexural modes can exhibit mode interference in the vicinity of 
dipping beds. Improved estimates of low-frequency flexural slowness can be achieved by 
using a ‘dispersion-correction’ inversion-based algorithm (Wang et al., 2010) where low-
frequency flexural slownesses are obtained from the high-frequency components of 
flexural modes. This method, however, may suffer from non-uniqueness because high-
frequency flexural modes are sensitive to borehole fluid properties. 
5.6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Interpretation of flexural logs acquired in HA/HZ wells is challenging because 
geometrical and environmental features such as thin beds, spatial averaging, azimuthal 
asymmetry, and anisotropy affect the measured logs. To improve flexural log 
interpretation acquired in HA/HZ wells, 3D linear sensitivity functions were introduced. 
Three-dimensional sensitivity functions are constructed with the product of 1D axial, 
radial, and azimuthal sensitivities to efficiently calculate flexural-mode slownesses. 
Using synthetic examples, I showed that spatial sensitivity functions reduce simulation 
time of flexural logs from an average of 15 CPU hours (using 3D-TDFD methods) to 3 
CPU minutes. Furthermore, flexural logs calculated with spatial sensitivity functions 
exhibit maximum relative differences of 3% when compared to those calculated with a 






flexural logs and flexural logs calculated with 3D-TDFD methods can be due to 
interference between different wave modes. 
In HA/HZ wells, azimuthal asymmetry around the borehole causes spatial 
averaging effects on flexural logs; we found that the difference between measured 
flexural slownesses and shear slownesses of layers is between 5 µs/ft to 10 µs/ft in the 
vicinity of layer boundaries. Furthermore, differences between the low-frequency 
components of flexural slownesses acquired with orthogonal dipoles indicate the 
presence of effective (when layers are VTI) or apparent (geometric) anisotropy (caused 
by spatial averaging effects). 
In VTI formations penetrated by HA/HZ wells, both group shear slowness and 
quasi-compressional slowness depend on dip. Therefore, measuring both slownesses can 
be used, together with the density log, to estimate stiffness coefficients of VTI layers. 
Group shear slowness is obtained from the low-frequency dipole flexural mode, while 
quasi-compressional slowness is obtained from the compressional log. 
 






Table 5.1: Geometric and elastic properties assumed for the wireline tool. 
𝒗𝒑 (m/s) 1800 
𝝆 (kg/m3) 3110 
Number of receivers 13 
Inter-receiver spacing (m) 0.1524 
First receiver offset 3.2766 
Inner/outer radius (m) NA/0.046 
 
Table 5.2: Summary of the assumed elastic properties for Synthetic Example 1 
(ISO3L70). 
 𝝆 (kg/m3) 𝒗𝒑 (m/s) 𝒗𝒔 (m/s) Thickness (m) 
Layer 1 2500 2880 1800 N/A 
Layer 2 2520 3135 1900 0.9144 
Layer 3 2500 2880 1800 N/A 
 
Table 5.3: Summary of the assumed elastic properties for Synthetic Example 2 
(ISO7L75). 
 𝝆 (kg/m3) 𝒗𝒑 (m/s) 𝒗𝒔 (m/s) Thickness (m) 
Layer 1 2500 2800 1750 N/A 
Layer 2 2500 2809 1619 0.63 
Layer 3 2500 2666 1561 0.82 
Layer 4 2500 2754 1661 0.47 
Layer 5 2500 2824 1751 0.65 
Layer 6 2500 2743 1682 0.82 







Table 5.4: Summary of the assumed elastic properties for Synthetic Example 3 
















Layer 1 2450 66.8 19.7 53.9 18.7 22.4 
Layer 2 2500 48.8 18.3 40 13.2 15.6 
 
Table 5.5: Summary of the assumed elastic properties for Synthetic Example 4 
(ISO4L75). 
 𝝆 (kg/m3) 𝒗𝒑 (m/s) 𝒗𝒔 (m/s) Thickness (m) 
Layer 1 2600 4800 2500 N/A 
Layer 2 2520 3800 1920 0.6096 
Layer 3 2650 4600 2700 0.4572 









Figure 5.1: Formation with four layers and a sonic tool dipping at an angle 𝜗. Dipole X 
points along the X axis while dipole Y points in and out of the page. The 








Figure 5.2: Comparison of actual logs (continuous lines) to modeled logs (circles) 
measured with (a) dipole-X, and (b) dipole-Y sources for the isotropic 
formation of Synthetic Example 1 (ISO3L70). Black dashed lines identify 








Figure 5.3: Comparison of flexural logs at 1.25 kHz measured with orthogonal dipoles 
(dipole X and dipole Y) to formation shear slownesses (black dashed lines) 






















Figure 5.4: Comparison of actual logs (continuous lines) to modeled logs (circles) 
measured with (a) dipole-X, and (b) dipole-Y sources for the isotropic 
formation of Synthetic Example 2 (ISO7L75). Black dashed lines identify 









Figure 5.5: Comparison of flexural logs at 1.25 kHz measured with orthogonal dipoles 
(dipole X and dipole Y) to formation shear slownesses (black dashed lines) 









Figure 5.6: Comparison of actual logs (continuous lines) to modeled logs (circles) at 2 
kHz measured with (a) dipole-X, and (b) dipole-Y sources for the VTI 
formation of Synthetic Example 3 (VTI2L40). Black dashed lines identify 








Figure 5.7: Comparison of actual logs (continuous lines) to modeled logs (circles) 
measured with (a) dipole-X, and (b) dipole-Y sources at 2 kHz for the VTI 
formation of Synthetic Example 3 (VTI2L80). Black dashed lines identify 









Figure 5.8: Comparison of actual logs at 2 kHz (continuous lines) to apparent shear 
slownesses (dashed line) for the VTI formation of Synthetic Example 3 
(VTI2L40). Vertical and horizontal shear slownesses of layers are identified 








Figure 5.9: Comparison of actual logs (continuous lines) to apparent shear slownesses 
(dashed line) for the VTI formation of Synthetic Example 3 (VTI2L80). 
Vertical and horizontal shear slownesses of layers are identified with red 







Figure 5.10: Comparison of actual logs (continuous lines) to modeled logs (circles) 
measured with (a) dipole-X, and (b) dipole-Y sources for the isotropic 
formation of Synthetic Example 4 (ISO4L75). Black dashed lines identify 








Figure 5.11: Comparison of flexural logs at 4 kHz measured with dipole-X and dipole-Y 
sources for the isotropic formation of Synthetic Example 4 (ISO4L75). 




Figure 5.12: Flexural slownesses at 4 kHz calculated with the fast-forward modeling 
procedure assuming azimuthal receivers located along the +X and –X 









Figure 5.13: Root-mean-square (RMS) difference between actual logs and flexural logs 
modeled using 1 to 50 backgrounds measured with (a) dipole-X, and (b) 







Chapter 6: Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations 
This chapter summarizes the developments and contributions of this dissertation, 
draws general conclusions from the findings, and presents recommendations for future 
research. 
6.1 SUMMARY 
There are two main objectives of this dissertation:  
1) to develop fast modeling of borehole acoustic modes in vertical wells and 
HA/HZ wells, and  
2) to implement inversion-based algorithms in vertical wells to 
a. reduce noise and spatial averaging effects on acoustic logs taking into 
account physical and geometrical constraints, and 
b. estimate layer-by-layer stiffness coefficients of formations from 
sequential inversion of multi-frequency borehole acoustic logs. 
The motivations behind these objectives are: (1) forward modeling of acoustic 
modes often requires time-consuming finite-difference and finite-element numerical 
simulations, (2) current noise mitigation methods filter slowness data without taking into 
account physical constraints, and (3) current methods to estimate stiffness coefficients are 
either expensive (core data analysis), non-unique (effective medium models), or limited 
by the vertical resolution of logs (because of spatial averaging effects).   
Fast-forward modeling of acoustic logs is achieved using spatial sensitivity 
functions derived from first-order perturbation theory. Spatial sensitivity functions 






spatially local perturbation of elastic properties, and (2) the geometrical averaging 
introduced by acoustic instruments on logs. Three-dimensional spatial sensitivity 
functions are efficiently calculated using the product of 1D axial, radial, and azimuthal 
sensitivities. The axial sensitivity function quantifies the spatial averaging introduced on 
sonic logs by the acoustic tool and depends on the geometrical properties of the tool. 
Axial sensitivities can be derived analytically using ray theory approximations. Radial 
sensitivity functions quantify the length of investigation of borehole modes and depend 
on the formation type (i.e., fast, intermediate, or slow), borehole fluid properties, and the 
tool geometrical and elastic properties. The azimuthal sensitivity function depends on the 
acoustic source mode.  
In a formation with horizontal layers penetrated by a vertical well, the fast-
forward modeled log is the convolution of the axial sensitivity function with model 
parameters obtained from layer-by-layer slownesses. While in a formation with azimuthal 
asymmetry (HA/HZ wells), the forward model is the superposition of a reference 
background slowness and the convolution of a 3D spatial sensitivity function with layer-
by-layer models of elastic properties. Forward modeling using spatial sensitivity 
functions was validated with synthetic examples that included formations with thin 
layers, dipping layers, and anisotropy. In vertical wells, acoustic logs are calculated at 
least 100 times faster using 1D axial sensitivity functions compared to conventional 
finite-element or finite-difference methods. In HA/HZ wells, acoustic logs are calculated 
at least 300 times faster (for simple geometries) and on average 2000 times faster (for 






In formations with horizontal layers penetrated by high-angle wells, the fast-
forward modeling method of acoustic logs allows the implementation of two inversion-
based methods: (1) a physics-based method to mitigate and reduce spatial averaging 
effects and noise on logs, and (2) a sequential inversion to estimate stiffness coefficients 
of layers. 
Mitigating noise in borehole sonic logs 
The inputs to the physics-based method are bed boundaries of layers and initial 
estimates of slownesses within each layer. For synthetic examples bed boundaries are 
known, while for field measurements they are determined from gamma ray (GR), bulk 
density (𝜌), or sonic logs. Initial estimates of slownesses are calculated from the mean 
value of shear and compressional logs within each layer. I showed that the physics-based 
inversion method efficiently mitigates measurement noise and spatial averaging effect of 
acoustic logs using synthetic examples and two field examples in the North Sea and the 
deepwater Gulf of Mexico. Resulting logs from the inversion reflect more accurately 
layer-by-layer slowness values of rock formations and are calculated in less than 14 
seconds for a 100 ft depth log.  
When bed boundaries of formations are not known, the method can be applied 
with beds uniformly spaced at the log sampling interval, and yields noise mitigated logs 
that match the synthetic noise-free logs with a correlation larger than 0.97. When layers 
are thinner than the FWHM of the sensitivity function, the method can be applied to logs 
calculated with a subset of receivers. In the North Sea example, GR, bulk density, or 
compressional logs can be used to estimate the locations of bed boundaries. Although the 






different, the effect on the noise-mitigated sonic logs is minimal; the difference between 
any two noise-mitigated sonic logs has a standard deviation below 3 µs/ft. 
The physics-based method uses geometrical and physical constraints for noise 
reduction and yields sonic logs that more accurately reflect the physical properties of 
formations penetrated by vertical wells. 
Estimating stiffness coefficients of VTI formations 
In VTI formations, I developed a sequential inversion method that uses 
compressional, Stoneley, and flexural/quadrupole logs to estimate 𝑐11, 𝑐13, 𝑐33, 𝑐44, and 
𝑐66 of layers. Logs are mitigated for spatial averaging prior to the sequential inversion by 
invoking axial sensitivity functions. The sequential inversion takes advantage of the 
different sensitivities of borehole modes to stiffness coefficients. First, 𝑐33 and 𝑐66 are 
estimated from the compressional log and the Stoneley log at low frequency, 
respectively. Then, 𝑐44 is estimated from the low-frequency flexural/quadrupole mode, 
and finally 𝑐11 and 𝑐13 are estimated from the flexural/quadrupole logs at higher 
frequencies; 𝑐11 and 𝑐13 are calculated last because borehole modes exhibit low 
sensitivity to both coefficients. Fourteen logs are used during inversion (1 compressional 
log, 1 Stoneley log, and 12 frequency-dependent flexural/quadrupole logs). 
The sequential inversion method was applied to synthetic formations with thin 
layers and large contrast of elastic properties between adjacent layers logged with 
wireline and LWD instruments. I showed that: (1) the inversion-based interpretation 
method yields accurate estimations of 𝑐33, 𝑐44, and 𝑐66, (2) larger uncertainties are 
obtained when estimating 𝑐11 and 𝑐13, and (3) stiffness coefficients are obtained layer-by-






The fast-forward modeling method introduced in this dissertation is used to 
calculate flexural slownesses of formations penetrated by a high-angle well. Fast-forward 
modeling is achieved using three-dimensional spatial sensitivity functions. Synthetic 
formations with varying dip, elastic properties, and layer thicknesses were considered. In 
isotropic formations, the inputs to the fast-forward model are density, shear slowness, and 
compressional slowness. In VTI formations, however, the inputs are density and apparent 
shear and compressional slownesses that depend on dip. Apparent shear slowness is 
obtained from the low-frequency dipole flexural mode, while apparent compressional 
slowness is obtained from the compressional log. Modeled flexural logs calculated using 
spatial sensitivity functions agree with flexural logs simulated using a 3D-TDFD method 
with relative errors below 3%. It was found that in isotopic formations with layers thinner 
than the length of the receiver array cross-dipole slownesses are different because of 
apparent (geometric) anisotropy, while in VTI formations they are different because of 
effective anisotropy. 
6.2 CONCLUSIONS 
The research and methods documented in the dissertation led to the following 
general conclusions: 
6.2.1 Spatial Sensitivity Functions and Forward Modeling 
i. First-order perturbation theory and spatial sensitivity functions enable fast-
forward modeling of sonic logs in isotropic and VTI formations penetrated by 






ii. Spatial sensitivity functions decouple (1) the effect of spatial averaging 
introduced by acoustic tools and (2) the intrinsic elastic properties of layers on 
measured logs. 
iii. Calculating sonic logs using spatial sensitivity functions reduces simulation 
time from an average of 240 seconds to 2 seconds per depth for vertical wells 
and from 15 CPU-hours to 3 CPU-minutes per depth for HA/HZ wells, 
allowing inversion-based interpretation of formations with complex 
geometries. 
6.2.2 Mitigating Noise in Borehole Sonic Logs 
i. Axial sensitivity functions allow the implementation of a fast and physics-
based inversion method to mitigate averaging effects and borehole 
environmental noise on sonic logs.  
ii. The inversion-based method to mitigate noise on logs is stable and converges 
in less than 20 iterations and less than 14 seconds for a 100 ft depth log.  
iii. To achieve stability during inversion, Tikhonov regularization can be used in 
formations with layers thinner than the FWHM of the axial sensitivity 
functions and in formations with a low signal-to-noise ratio.  
iv. The noise mitigation method reduces noise on sonic logs even when bed 
boundaries are not known by placing boundaries separated by the sampling 
interval of logs.  
v. The inversion-based noise mitigation method is robust: slight variations in bed 






have minimal effect on the noise-mitigated acoustic logs – the standard 
deviation of the difference between any two logs being under 3 µs/ft.  
vi. When layers are thinner than the FWHM of the axial sensitivity function, 
sonic logs must be processed with a subset of receivers before applying the 
inversion-based method. 
6.2.3 Estimating Stiffness Coefficients of VTI Formations 
i. Stiffness coefficients of VTI layers can be estimated efficiently from 
compressional, Stoneley, and flexural/quadrupole logs by applying a two-step 
inversion algorithm: Step 1) de-averaging of acoustic logs using spatial 
sensitivity functions, and Step 2) applying sequential inversion of stiffness 
coefficients.  
ii. Sequential inversion is more stable and efficient than simultaneous inversion 
when borehole modes exhibit low sensitivity to stiffness coefficients. 
iii. The inversion algorithm allows the estimation of layer-by-layer shear 
slownesses from low-frequency quadrupole modes with relative errors below 
3%. 
iv. Layer anisotropy is detected by analyzing data residuals between the 
field/measured (actual) logs and the modeled logs obtained when layers are 
assumed isotropic. A bias distribution of data residuals indicates that using an 
isotropic model to estimate stiffness coefficients is incomplete and that 
anisotropic models should be used instead. 
v. Three sources of errors on the estimated stiffness coefficients were observed: 






bias error propagated during the sequential inversion, and (3) error associated 
with noisy slowness logs. The error of the estimated coefficients is largest for 
𝑐11 and 𝑐13 (up to 17% relative error) because borehole modes exhibit low 
sensitivity to these two coefficients. 
6.2.4 Modeling Flexural Logs in High-Angle Wells 
i. Spatial sensitivity functions are used to quantitatively interpret sonic logs 
obtained from orthogonal dipoles in high-angle wells and are efficiently 
calculated using the product of 1D axial, radial, and azimuthal sensitivities. 
ii. Fast-forward modeling using spatial sensitivity functions is at least 300 times 
faster than conventional 3D-TDFD numerical simulations and provides 
accurate estimations of flexural slownesses with relative errors below 3%. 
iii. In isotropic formations, azimuthal asymmetry causes differences in orthogonal 
dipole logs that can falsely be interpreted as effective anisotropy.  
iv. In VTI formations penetrated by HA/HZ wells, flexural slownesses asymptote 
(at low frequencies) to group shear slowness that depends on dip. 
v. The error between flexural slownesses calculated with 3D sensitivity 
functions and slownesses simulated using a 3D-TDFD method is largest at 
low frequencies because of mode interference. 
6.3 RECOMMENDED BEST PRACTICES 
In this section, I summarize recommendations for best practices to apply the 






6.3.1 Mitigating Noise in Borehole Sonic Logs 
i. Define bed boundaries from sonic logs and other petrophysical logs, e.g., 
gamma ray and density. 
ii. If bed boundaries are unknown, place beds continuously over the depth 
interval separated by the sampling interval of logs (typically 0.5 ft). 
iii. Use second-order regularization to stabilize inversion results. One method to 
determine the regularization parameter is using a misfit (between measured 
and modeled logs) versus regularization plot. The point of maximum 
curvature yields the value of regularization at which the slowness logs have 
been mitigated of most of the high-amplitude noise. 
iv. Apply the inversion method to minimize noise jointly on compressional and 
shear slownesses. Accordingly, estimated slownesses in isotropic layers verify 
𝑣𝑝/𝑣𝑠  > √2. 
v. Use a subset of receivers to process sonic logs when layer thicknesses are 
smaller than the FWHM of the axial sensitivity functions. 
vi. Use a data weighting matrix to the data misfit term of the quadratic cost 
function when measurements are unreliable or do not satisfy rock physics 
constraints (e.g., 𝑣𝑝/𝑣𝑠 < √2). 
vii. Evaluate the accuracy of the inversion results by examining the data residuals 
from inversion: a bimodal or a biased (non-zero mean) distribution could 






6.3.2 Estimating Stiffness Coefficients of VTI Formations 
i. Mitigate noise (e.g., cable tension, tool vibrations) and spatial averaging 
effects on sonic logs before estimating stiffness coefficients from multi-
frequency borehole acoustic logs. 
ii. Calculate spatial sensitivity functions using the exact elastic and geometrical 
properties of the tool and borehole fluid because flexural and Stoneley modes 
are sensitive to borehole properties. 
iii. Error bars should accompany the estimated coefficients and can be obtained 
by adding zero-mean Gaussian noise to acoustic logs and applying error 
propagation methods. 
iv. Use sequential inversion (not simultaneous) to calculate stiffness coefficients 
in the following order: 
1. estimate 𝑐33 from the compressional log, 
2. estimate 𝑐66 from the low-frequency Stoneley log, 
3. estimate 𝑐44 from the low-frequency flexural/quadrupole log, and 
4. estimate 𝑐11 and 𝑐13 from high-frequency flexural/quadrupole logs. 
v. In LWD operations, use quadrupole slownesses to estimate elastic properties 
because flexural slownesses are biased by tool modes. 
vi. Although discrete frequencies were used to perform the sequential inversion 
and estimate stiffness coefficients, a continuous range of frequencies can be 
used if slowness measurements are noisy. 
vii. Analyze the histogram of data residual to determine whether isotropic or VTI 






6.3.3 Modeling Flexural Logs in High-Angle Wells 
i. In HA/HZ wells, estimate the shear slowness of the reference background 
from the low-frequency flexural log. 
ii. In general, to model flexural slownesses with relative errors below 3%, the 
relative difference between the low-frequency flexural slowness and the shear 
slowness of the background should be below 10%. 
iii. To improve the efficiency of forward modeling, use a library of pre-computed 
3D spatial sensitivity functions for different background formations and for 
specific selections of acoustic tool and borehole properties. 
iv. Calculate 3D spatial sensitivity from the product of 𝐹 (axial sensitivity), 𝑅 
(radial sensitivity), and 𝐺𝜑 (azimuthal sensitivity). 
v. To apply fast-forward modeling in VTI formations, model VTI layers as 
equivalent-isotropic layers that are described by apparent shear and 
compressional slownesses (that depend on dip). 
vi. In formations with high dip and large contrast of elastic properties between 
adjacent layers, flexural modes can exhibit mode distortions. Hence, high-
frequency flexural modes can be used to estimate shear slownesses of layers 
by applying a ‘dispersion-correction’ method (Wang et al., 2017). 
6.4 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
The following is a list of recommendations that could advance the research topics 
documented in this dissertation:  
 Tang and Cheng (2004) show that cross-dipole tools are capable of measuring 






Therefore, forward modeling of acoustic logs could be extended to formations 
with cased boreholes; the sensitivity function will account for the tool elastic 
and geometric properties, the borehole fluid properties, the borehole size, and 
the elastic and geometrical properties of the casing. 
 The forward modeling described in this dissertation assumes that the tool is 
centered in the borehole. However, in high-angle wells or in the presence of 
borehole damage the tool is off-centered (Zheng et al., 2004; Byun and 
Toksöz, 2006; Pardo et al., 2013). Therefore, the forward modeling proposed 
in this dissertation could be extended for applications in formations logged 
with an off-centered tool.  
 The proposed inversion-based methods implemented in this dissertation use 
Levenberg-Marquardt minimization techniques. Non-gradient based methods 
such as Bayesian inversion could be used instead. 
 Acoustic tool instruments have complex geometries, e.g., grooves that 
attenuate the arrival of tool modes. Therefore, modeling the exact tool 
geometry would require complex three-dimensional numerical methods which 
are computationally expensive. To increase the efficiency and speed of 
calculating sensitivity functions for complex tools, equivalent tools may be 
developed following the techniques described by Su et al. (2011) and Lee et 
al. (2016). The equivalent tool model is defined with two parameters: a and 







 Borehole acoustic modes measured by acoustic tools depend on tool radius, 
first-receiver offset, number of receivers, and spacing between consecutive 
receivers. A thorough analysis of the influence of tool parameters on borehole 
modes could lead to the development of an acoustic tool with improved 
frequency and vertical resolutions. This could reduce aliasing or ripples (Foti 
et al., 2002) on measured slownesses.  
 The 3D-TDFD method used in this dissertation was implemented using a 
Cartesian coordinate system; however, the borehole and tool are cylindrical. 
Therefore, implementing the 3D-TDFD method in cylindrical coordinate 
could reduce numerical errors, computational time, and memory resources. 
  I recommend implementing a joint-interpretation method to estimate stiffness 
coefficients of VTI formations using borehole sonic modes, effective medium 
model, and core measurements (e.g., tri-axial strength tests and ultra-sonic 
measurements) which would yield dynamic and static estimations of stiffness 
coefficients. 
 An important step in the proposed inversion-based interpretation method is the 
construction of a layered-geometrical model. To enhance the detection of bed 
boundaries, high-resolution borehole images, such as formation micro-images 
or acoustic image measurements could be used.  
 In high-angle wells, errors in the relative dip between borehole and layers can 
generate errors in estimated elastic constant. Well survey data can be used to 






 In the presence of invasion, radial sensitivities are used to describe the 
variation of slownesses in the radial direction; therefore, radial sensitivities 
can be used for fluid substitution applications on sonic logs. 
 Joint-inversion of shear and compressional logs with other petrophysical logs 
such as density, nuclear, and resistivity can be implemented for petrophysical 
interpretations of reservoirs.  
 Investigating and comparing different wave processing methods would 
improve the efficiency and accuracy of measured slownesses from acoustic 
tools. 
 Applying spatial sensitivity functions in fractured formations to improve 
fracture characterization. 
 The perturbation theory developed in this dissertation uses first-order 
approximations. Although first-order approximations yield accurate results for 
a wide range of conditions, using higher-order (second-order) approximations 
could improve the accuracy of estimated slownesses and stiffness coefficients. 
The limitations of using second-order approximations would be the higher 








List of symbols 
𝛼: regularization parameter  
𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐶, 𝐷, 𝐸 : complex amplitudes of transmitted and reflected waves  
B: model vector of slowness 
{𝑐}: compressional borehole mode 
𝑐: velocity 
𝑐11, 𝑐13, 𝑐33, 𝑐44, 𝑐66,: stiffness coefficients 
𝐂: elastic stiffness tensor 
𝐜𝐨𝐯: covariance 
𝛿: Thomsen parameter 
∆𝐜: vector of uncertainty in the estimated stiffness coefficient  
∆𝑐𝑘: uncertainty in the estimated stiffness coefficient 𝑐𝑘 
∆𝜌: variation of density 
∆𝐬: vector of uncertainty in the estimated slowness 𝑠 
∆𝑠𝑖(𝑓𝑖): uncertainty in the estimated slowness 𝑠 at frequency 𝑓𝑖 
∆𝑡: time step in 3D-TDFD simulations 
∆𝑣𝑝: variation of compressional velocity 
∆𝑣𝑠: variation of shear velocity 
∆𝑉: elemental volume equal to 𝑟∆𝑟∆𝑧∆𝜑 in cylindrical coordinates 
∆𝑥, ∆𝑦, ∆𝑧: grid step size in 3D-TDFD simulations 
∆𝑧𝑅: vertical distance between two consecutive receivers 
𝑑: acoustic log depth (or center of receiver array) 
𝐝𝐥𝐨𝐠: data vector (slowness log) 
𝐷𝑇: total distance 
: Thomsen parameter 






𝑒: cost function 
𝑒1: cost function of inversion Step 1 
𝑒2: cost function of inversion Step 2 
𝐸(𝑝): misfit of forward model and data of compressional slowness  
𝐸(𝑠): misfit of forward model and data of shear slowness  
𝜙: wave potential 
𝜑: azimuthal angle 
𝑓: frequency 
{𝑓𝑙}: flexural borehole mode 
𝐟(𝐦): forward model  
𝐹: spatial averaging function 
𝐅: matrix respresentation of the axial sensitivity function  
𝛾: Thomsen parameter 
𝐠(𝐩): forward model of slownesses of a homogeneous formation with elastic 
property 𝐩 
𝐺{𝑙}: normalized axial sensitivity function of wave mode {𝑙} 
𝐺𝜑
{𝑙}
: normalized azimuthal sensitivity function of wave mode {𝑙} 
𝐺3𝐷𝑘
{𝑙}
: normalized three-dimensional sensitivity function of wave mode {𝑙} 
𝐉: Jacobian matrix 
𝑘𝑖: wavenumber of layer i  
𝑘𝐼 , 𝑘𝐼𝐼 , 𝑘𝐼𝐼𝐼: wave numbers of layers I, II, and III 
𝚲: regularization weighing matrix  
{𝑙}: borehole mode  
𝐿: length of receiver array 
𝐿𝑖: non-negative model parameter of layer 𝑖 equal to 𝑠𝑠𝑖
2 − 2𝑠𝑝𝑖
2 
𝐦: vector of model parameters 






𝑁: total number of receivers 
𝑝0𝑘: k-th component of the vector 𝐩𝟎 
𝑝𝑘: k-th component of the vector 𝐩 
𝐩𝟎: vector of elastic properties for the reference formation 
𝐩: vector of elastic properties for a homogeneous formation 
𝑃𝑖: non-negative model parameter of layer 𝑖 equal to 𝑠𝑝𝑖
2 
{𝑞}: quadrupole borehole mode 
𝜌: density  
𝑅𝑘
{𝑙}
: radial sensitivity function of wave mode {𝑙} 
𝑅(𝜃): PP reflectivity at angle 𝜃 
𝜎: 1D-stress 
𝛔: stress tensor 
𝜎𝑐𝑘: standard deviation of the error of the estimated stiffness coefficient 𝑐𝑘 
𝜎𝑠(𝑓𝑖): standard deviation of the error of the estimated slowness at frequency 𝑓𝑖 
{𝑠𝑡}: Stoneley borehole mode 
𝑠(𝑧): slowness at depth 𝑧 
𝑠𝑟: slowness of the reference homogeneous formation 
𝑠𝑝: slowness of the perturbed homogeneous formation 
𝐬𝐬𝐩: compressional slowness logs  
𝐬𝐬𝐬: shear slowness logs  
𝑠{𝑙}: slowness of mode {𝑙} 
?̅?{𝑙}(𝑑, 𝑓): averaged slowness of mode {𝑙} at depth 𝑑 and frequency 𝑓 
𝑠𝑠: shear slowness 
𝑠𝑝: compressional slowness 
𝑠𝑠
𝑎: apparent shear slowness 










𝐭   : transpose 
𝑡𝑖𝑗: travel time between receivers 𝑖 and 𝑗 
𝜗𝐺: group angle 
𝜗𝑃: phase angle 
𝑇: total travel time 
𝑢: one-dimensional displacement field 
𝐮: composite compressional and shear log data vector 𝐮 = [𝐮𝐩, 𝐮𝐬] 
𝐮𝐩: compressional log data vector 
𝐮𝐬: shear log data vector 
𝑣𝑔𝑞𝑆𝑉: quasi-shear vertically-polarized group phase velocity 
𝑣𝑔𝑆𝐻: horizontally-polarized shear group phase velocity 
𝑣𝑆𝐻: horizontally-polarized shear wave phase velocity 
𝑣𝐺: group velocity 
𝑣𝑃: phase velocity 
𝑣𝑝: compressional velocity 
𝑣𝑠: shear velocity 
𝑣𝑝45: compressional velocity at 45 degrees   
𝑣𝑝ℎ: horizontal compressional velocity 
𝑣𝑝𝑣: vertical compressional velocity 
𝑣𝑞𝑃: quasi-compressional wave phase velocity 
𝑣𝑞𝑆𝑉: quasi-shear vertically-polarized wave phase velocity 
𝑣𝑆𝐻: horizontally-polarized shear wave phase velocity 
𝑣𝑠ℎ: horizontal shear velocity 
𝑣𝑠𝑣: vertical shear velocity 
𝐖𝐝: data weight matrix  
𝚺: diagonal matrix whose component are Σ𝑖𝑖 = 1/𝜎𝑠(𝑓𝑖) 






Y: layer of slowness 𝑠𝑝 and thickness ∆𝑧𝐿 
𝑧: depth of formation 
𝑧𝑙: lower boundary of layer Y 
𝑧𝑢: upper boundary of layer Y  
𝑍: phase delay 
 




2DFD: two-dimensional finite difference 
2DFE: two-dimensional finite element 
3D-TDFD: three-dimensional time-domain finite difference 
CPU: central processing unit 
FWHM: full-width at half-maximum 
GR: gamma ray 
GPa: gigaPascal (109 Pascal) 
LWD: logging while drilling 
RAM: random-access memory 
RMS: root-mean-square 
STC: slowness time coherence 
TI: transversely isotropic 
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